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CHil.PTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

A. Tho L1mtts to Growth 

Until about the year 1800 the world populo.tion main-

tain.cd a relatively stable level of approximately 500 mil-
1 lion people. This st;ability resulted from equalizing 

birth and dee.th rates and, to some extent, on the relati vo-

ly stoedy technological influences of an agrarian cultural 

system. Sinco 1800 tho world population has grown to near-

ly L.~ billion persons. Ne present grm·;th rates tho world 

population i'iill doublo in less than JO years 1 thus sup-

porting projections of 1·rorld populations of 7 billion in the 

yoar 2000, 14 billion in the ycaT 2030, etc. This upsurge 

ho.s coo pl ex foundations, but in 1 ts be.sic form reflects a 

grow'.tng ii:abo.lcnec bot1,rncn rising birth rates and decreasing 

death rates in tho poor soctora of the world. 

Paul Ehrlich end John Holdren havo estimated that more 
2 than 10 million pcrsoi1S starve to doat11 e,nnually, with tho 

number o.ssumod to bo gxowln(S cxponontinlly. Whon a present 

problem of such incrcdi blo magn:1.-t;ude is continuing unsol vod, 

tho PI'Ospoct of dealing w1 th doubly largo populations in the 

near futuI·e has ·cruly hor:ri?ying 1mpl1cat1011s. Beyond the 

pr:lme.ry concern of bo.o1c surv1 veil are an unllmi tcd num-

bo1" of problems :relating to population impacts housing, 

1 
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public servlces, employment, etc. In general, exponential 

population growth is generating adverse impact throughout 

the environment.3 

Civilization has always had. resource management prob-

lems: economic geography essentially reflects the spatial 

aspects of resource availability and utilization. Though 

the ethic of resource husbandry and environmental awareness 

has ancient roots,4 modern industrial societies have tended 

to think solely in te:r:ms of an inexhaustible natural re-

source/ert1ficial substitute base. Recent experience with 

large scale environmental problems has created a realiza-

tion that mo.ny resources are being depleted at rates whicha 

(1) are reducing many critical renewable resources (such as 

marine life) below levels required to assure their perpet-

uation; and (2) are depleting non-renewable resources {such 

as hydrocarbons) to levels of virtual exhaustion. Due to 

industrial standardization the world economy has come to 

rely on enormous amounts of a relatively few resourcesi 

and finds it increasingly difficult and costly to assure 

continued supply or substitution.5 

As in the case of resource consumption, a world-wide 

deb8te is being carrled on concerning the significance of 

environmcnto.1 pollut1 on. The "industrialist" contends that 

the earth has an infinite capacity to absorb pollution and 

that correction of any particular local problem is a matter 



of economics and technology. The environmentalist contends 

that pollution is a manifestation of fundamental weaknesses 

in the industrial culture and that pollution is already 

causing macroscopic effects in the local and regional envi-

ronments which could jeopardize the stability of the entire 

world ecosystem, thus endangering continued support of 

life in general. Of primary concern has been air and water 

quality as related to protection of food supply and public 

health. Management of radioactive and other highly danger-

ous industrial wastes, despoilment of vast amounts of land 

soluly to recover some minute a.mount of scarce material or 

energy, and gross abuse of human resources are other as-

pects of pollution receiving increasing concern. 

Hlstory has pxovided ample illustration of the pro-

pensity for resource competition to generate violence among 

men. Resource competition is influenced adversely by pop-

ulation and pollution, which are growing exponentially, 

thus su,<~gesting an exponential increase in the potential 

for world conflict. The prospect for major violence is 

further aggravated by the high degree of interdependence 

characteristic of the international industrial economy, the 

increasing size of the poor majority in the world popula-

tion, the increasing disparity between controlling wealth 

of an elite minority and the poverty of the majority of 

world society, plus increasing awarenes:i of these inequities 
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as a result of improved world-wide mass information media. 

In order to maintain their economic and political ad-

vantage, the wealthy nations maintain an enormous military 

might which, in terms of nuclear arsenals alone, is censer-

vatively estimated as possessing the equivalent of 20 tons 

(TNT) of destructive power for every member of the world 

population. 6 The Southeast Asin War and recent terrorist 

activities have demonstrated all too clearly present human 

culture's great potential for self-destructive violence. 

These ecological problems (identified by William Gough 

as the population, entropy, and ·war "traps"?) reflect 

p;r01·1th trends which have closely paralleled the growth of 

industrialism; leading to the suspicion that all three 

"traps" s.1~e a direct consequence of the character and deg1-ce 

of indur:.:t:clal activity. Until quite recently maximum ind us-

trial g:co11rth wns almost universally deemed to be the high-

est socio-economic objective of a nation. The "Limits to 

Grovrth" dcbo.te initiated by the Club of Rome via the re-

search efforts of MIT 0 s Systems Dyna.mies Group8 now chal-

lenges the concept of unlim:t ted. industrial growth as per-

haps the most critical danger facing the long term survi-

val of lire on earth. 

Although over 100 years ago John Stuart Mill warned of 

the inho1 .. ent danger of unchecked industrial growth, until 

recently the consideration of alternative policies was 
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largely ignored or derided. 00e of the few benefits accru-

ing from present world problems is the increasing pressure 

to: (1) question the foundations and ramifications of mod-

ern industrially-oriented culture; and (2) investigate al-

ternative policies. The most seriously considered alter-

native to present industrial growth policy is steady-state 

policy. Herman E. Daly sees justification for this alter-

native as follows19 

The World is finite. The ecosystem is a 
ste2dy-state. The human economy is a sub-
s:rstem of the steady-state ecosystem. 
Thereforep at some level and over some 
time period the subsystem must also become 
a steady-state, at least in its physical 
dlmensions of people and physical wealth. 
The steady-state economy is therefore a 
physical necessity. 

Implicit in this justification is the preservation of a 

heal thy biosphe1~e, the careful husbandry of resources, and 

a general attitude of trusteeship with respect to future 

generations. 10 

'I'he "Limits to Growth" debate is focusing world-wide 

attention on the concept of a steady-state world system: at 
11 present, ho-:,1ever, the concept is embryonic. In order to 

develop o. basis for effective steady-state policy, Daly has 

askedz 12 

1. I\.t 1·rhat levels should stocks of weal th and popu-

lation be maintained constant:? 

2. What is the optimal level of maintenance throughput 
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for a given level of stocks? 

3. What is the optimal time horizon or accounting per-

1 od over which population and wealth are required to be 

constant? 

L,~. What ls the optimal rate of transition from the 

present industrial growth economy to the steady-state 

economy? 

5. What means are appropriate for attaining the steady-

state goals? 

B. Summary of Research Objectives 

The objectives of the research reported herein have 

been the investiBation of Daly's questions using the prin-

ciples of thermodynamics in conjunction with Forrester's 

Systerra Dynamics modeling and DYNAMO simulati o:n techniques. 

Extensive evalue.tion of Fo1"rester' s World Dyna.mies sim-

ulation model using various policy alternatives shows them 

all to dee;enerate in accordance with the dictates of the 

Second Ls.1·1 of Thermodynamics. Two fundamental policy cri t-

erla o.re este.blished for world society: ( 1) maximization of 

the future horizon for manlcind; Hnd (2) satisfaction of 

basic quality-of-life requirements for all members of human 

society. /ll'l optimization principle for satisfaction of 

these criteria is derived from the interrelationships which 

are found to exist between three physical laws (Einstein's 
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relativistic mass-energy law and the First and Second Laws 

of Thermodynamics}, non-equilibrium thermodynamics (Ilya 

Prigogine' s Theo1".e;m of Minimum Entropy Production as the 

defining condition for a steady-state system} and a cul-

tural 1m~ (the Golden Rule}. Policy based on the Minimi-

zation of Entropy Principle is presented as the optimal 

means for defining, a.chic ving, and maintaining long-term 

steady~state systems both locally and globally. The Mini-

mization of Entropy Principle is offerred as an ecological-

ly suitable alternative to the "Invisible Hand" criterion 

upon which 1ndustr1e,l culture is founded. 

It is further shown that the "Golden Rule" shares 

identlcally the fundamental criterion of "reversibility" 

with the thermodynamic concept of equilibrium. This common 

criterion allows both concepts to be used as unambiguous, 

ide2.l sts,ndards for determining nctual system effectiveness; 

one in terms of cultural behavior and the other in terms 

of physical behavior. Recognition of this relationship 

(which reflects the tendency of natural systems to seek 

optimal stability conditions in the most efficient man-

nc~c) is cclv8-:nced as a means for pragmatically achieving 

opt:i.mal steD-dy-state solutions for cultural-physical sys-

tems; spccif1cally1 

1. Use the Minimization of Entropy Principle with res-

pect to the equil1b:r1um standard when making decisions that 



essentially involve physical behavior. 

2. Use the Principle of Cooperative Behavior with res-

pect to the Golden Rule standard when ma.king decisions that 

essentially involve cultural behavior. 

The effects aro identical1 the minimization of system 

"frictionrr; or, conversely, the maximization of system 

"welfare". This cultural-physical relationship is suggest-

ed as the foundation for the comprehensive Cultural Physics 

that will be needed for mankind to malrn the transl ti on to 

an optimal, long-term steady-state mode of existence. 

These findings are embedded as policies in Forrester's 

World Dynamics model and used to demonstrate the conceptu-

21 feasibility of achieving truly long-term steady-state 

solutions s:si.tisfying desirable quality-of-life goals. In 

order to demonstrate the practical potential of the Minimi-

zation of EntJ:."'opy Princlple t'Ti th respect to present prob-

lems, the pr:lnc:l.ple is related to the concept of Thermo-

dynamic Potential and advi:ui.ccd as a means of evaluating 

Total Energy Systems. This type of thermodynamic analysis 

provides immediate oppoi .. tuni ty for both developed and under:a. 

developed socleties to malce significe.nt and timely strides 

towards the type of technological base that is required for 

tro..nsition to a steady~state world system. Two application 

schemes aro presented as examples which represent the range 

of both Total Energy System technology and analytical pro-
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cedurc. 

t. A manunlly calculated dec1s1on trco analysis for a 

wind source Total Energy System omphusizing technology that 

can bo utilized world-wide (ofton with indigenous labor and 

material resources) to satisfy isolat~d or small scale 

energy and other resource management needs. 

2. A DYNAI10 simulation modal for a lo.sel"'-fusion Total 

Energy Systom offering tho ultimate rango in energy re-

source technology for lc.rgo scale, high quality needs. 

The study is closed with a discussion of a top1o 

warranting furthor research. 
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CHAPTER 2 

MINIHIZA'l1ION OF ENTROPY 

A. MIT World Dynamics Models 

In 1970 the Systems Dynamics Group at MIT initiated 

development of a series of simulation models which attempt 

to holistically study the dynamics of world policy. The 

original model was developed by Jay w. Forrester using the 

Systems Dynamics methodology he had successfully applied 

earlier with respect to industrial and urbo.n dynamics. 

Forrester's associate, Dennis L. Meadows, headed a program 

that made detailed investigations of various sectors of the 

world system which were then incorporated as refinements to 

Forrester's model. The refined models, however, essential-

ly confirmed the conclusions of the original model. 

The MIT models use DYNAMO computer simulation tech-

niques to study the interaction between five important 

cul turnl e.cti vi ties: population, natural resource utiliza-

tlon 0 food production~ industrial capital investment, and 

pollution. To simulate interaction of these variables, the 

models incorporate concepts derived from such disciplines 

as demogrc,phy, economics, ne;ricul ture, industrial technol-

orsy, and p:.::;ychology via some 50 feedback modifier relation-

ships influencin8 the differential rates that define the 

status of the five cultural activity levels. 

12 
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ilJ. Figure 1 is Forreste~ 1 s interpretation of the policy 

mode being used by the present, industrially-oriented world 

system. The model projects the most probable future of the 

world system assuming present policies continue unchanged. 

Over the nezt teYrt years ca.pi tal investment and population 

rise exponentially, while natural resources drop steadily. 

This simulation depicts a classic case of a biological sys-

tem overshooting the carrying capacity of its environment. 

As a consequence of this overshoot, the system rapidly 

brings about its own self-destruction. Additionally, the 

overshoot greatly reduces the carrying capacity of the en-

vironment for future generations. In the case of Figure 1, 

increasing pollution and declining resources undermine the 

ability to support population and capital investment after 

2020. A steady-:::;tate condition is reached about the year 

2200; hoi'l'ever, this steady-state is characterized by low 

natural resource, population, capital investment, and qual-

ity-of-life levels. In particular, almost non-existent 

capital investment suegests a very primitive, food gather-

ing culture; one totally vulnerable to natural misfortunes 

such as a long-term drought. 

Figm.~e 215 is a policy simulation Forrester used to 

demonstrate the conceptual feasibility of a high quality-

of-life steady-state world system. In this simulation cur-

rent world policies ·were changed as follows 1 
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Natur8.l-res oui"ce-usage reduced 7 5% 
Pollution generation rcducod 50% 
Capital investment generation reduced 40,% 
Food production reduced 20% 
Birth rate reduced 30% 

Figure J e:r.tends Forrester's "optimo.l steady-state" policy 

simulation beyond the year 2100 to the year JOOo. 16 Around 

the year 2200 the steady-state is disrupted and the system 

begins a decline such that by 2700 there is essentially no 

technological base supporting human culture. In spite of 

the high quality-of-life of the small remaining population, 

such a culture Hould have difficulty maintaining itself in-

definitely due to natural variations (such as climate-induc-

cd environmental changes) which would disrupt the delicate 

balance the lrn-'1 technology culture maintains with 1 ts local 

environment. Such changes would likely require adaptation to 

a nomadic culture of a significantly lower quality-of-life 

level. As mankind's history has demonstrated, this type of 

culture can only be improved via the use of technology 

which1 (a) provides life support 11 sav1ngs 11 in terms of the 

ability to store food" materials and energy resources; and 

( b) s.lloi"rs a 1-rork 0 mult1plier" wh:tch provides "time savings'ri 

needed to allow development of cultural support functions 

beyond those relo.ted to primitive subsistence. Thus, a 

paradox apparently exists in that: 

1. Some minimum amount of technology is needed to allow 

human culture to evolve beyond the precarious stage of 
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of primitive subsistence. 

2. Unconstrained technological development, at least 

as characterized by modern industrialism, will ultimately 

cause an even more precarious future for mankind; one 

which LJ.ay at best be equivalent to mankind's original 

primative culture. 

B. Implico.tions of the Seco11d Law of Thermodynamics 

The world system simulations illustrated in Figures 1 

a.nd 3 reflect classical interpretations of the Second Law 

of Thermodynamics1 

1. Continuous and inevitable degradation of natural 

resource stoc1rn into entropy (pollution). 

2. I nevi table degradation of life support to a primi.-

ti ve level of subslstence and eventual extinction. 

c. Fundamental Problems Facing Mankind 

1. Horr to insure a satisfactory quality-of-life for the 

maximum number of future generations. 

2. How to insure a satisfactory quality-of-life for 

all membe:;.."s of the current world population. 

Thcrmodyna.mlcs in general, and the concept of entropy 

and the Second Law 1n particular, provide e.n essential 

founda.tion upon which to construct an understanding of 

enswers to these problems. 
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D. Derivation of Maximum Future Horizon Policy Criterion 

1. Subject to specified quality-of-life constraints 

and assuming a relatively finite resource base and a closed 

global system: 17 

"Orit?;inal" "Unused" + 
11Used 11 

Resources ::: Resources Resources 

or, 

"Constant" 'tFuture" + 11 Past" 
Total ::: Potential Consumption Resources 

thus, 
Future = Constant ... Past 

The objective is to find a function which optimizes the 

"Future" while satisfying quality-of-life goals such as 

adequate food, shelter, health care, etc; all of which 

require some dee;ree of "consumption.n 

2. Physical systems of all varieties, including human 

societies, can be characterized as thermodynamic systems. 

All physlcal activity (worlc) or potential activity (ability 

to do >'TOI'k) must obey the laws of thermodynamics, especial-

ly: 

a. The First Ls.w/Conservation Law 1 Mass-enerigy .££r! 

drown from the environment (natural resource depletion) 

must eventun11y return to the environment as an equivalent 

amount of entropic waste (pollution). 
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b. The Second Law/Entropy Lawz The entropz of ~ 

closed §YStem increases inevitabll and irreversibly; i.e., 

every natural process uses resources in some manner that 

inherently has some unavoidable inefficiency that results 

in an increase in entropy somewhere in the system. 

c. Einstein's Relativistic Mass-Energy Lawr 

E = mc2 wheres m = mo 
~ 1 - v2/c2 

= relativistic mass 
mo= rest mass 
c = speed of light 
V·= actual system speed 

~~-1--~v-2~/~c-2~ = relativistic 
correction factor 

By the binomial expansion118 

. . . ) 

When19 V«c,·( i.e., for normal conditions of human ecology) 

2 2 
E = mac + i m'.J v 

This expression suggests the following relationshipsr 

Conserved Total = Rest,Potential, + "relative",Bound, 
1•Iass-Energy Freev or Unavailable, or 

Available Energy Kinetic Energy 

= Negentropy + Entropy 

= Thermodynamic + Thermodynamic 
Potential or Degradation or 
Availab111 Jcy Unavailability 

Constant = Valued, Usable, + Wasted, Unusable, 
Total Resources or Accessible or Inaccessible 

Resources Resources 
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= Future Potential + Past Consumption 

Total Existence20 = Future + Past 

Summarizing: 

( •••• First Law •••• ) ( ••••••••••• second Law ••••..•••••••• ) 

( ••••••••••••• Rela.ti vistic Mass-Energy Law •••••••••••••• ) 

These relationships provide a fully holistic foundation for 

the evaluation and understanding of any physical system. 

3. If the global objective is to maximize the future 

horizon (subject to quality-of-life constra.1nts)s 21 

m c 2 
() E 

Future = Total Existence - Past 

Future Potential = Constant - Past Consumption 
To'tal Resources 

Negentropic Resources = " - Entropic Wastes 

N = c s 
Taking derivatives with respect to times 

dH 
dt 0 

Multiplying both sides by (-1) 822 

dN 
dt = dS 

dt 

dS 
dt 

Inte~rating with respect to a time intervals 
,, ..... 

_ jf dN. dt 
dt = f dS.dt 

dt 
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For microscopic phenomena1 

= Ss 
For macroscopic phenomena (employing the principle of 

induction): 

= ../\. s 

Thus, a decrease in "N" leads to a commensurate increase in 

"S". Since time (dt) is ever-on-going (irreversible), maxi-

mization of "N" {Future Potential or the Future) requires 

the minimization of "S" (Past Consumption), which in turn 

requires minimization of the entropy production rate (dS/dt~ 

In determining policy for the long-term future it is 

first necesse.ry to establish a planning horizons 100 years, 

1000 years, 1,000,000 years, etc. This horizon then deter-

mines the entropy rate that must be controlled to achieve 

that horizon. The more distant the horizon, the lower the 

t .... 23 en ropy rni;.e. 

If one assumes that the only rational horizon (with 

respect to current; society's trusteeship towards future 

e;onerations) is the maximum attainable, then the entropy 

rate must be the minimum a.ttains.ble. As a consequence, 

minlrnj&~£io~ of entro;13~ increase becomes the fundamentnl 

policy criterion for achieving the mo.ximum longevity for 

humF1ni ty. In tuJ:n, however, the minimum entropy rate is 

constrained by the concept of "quality-of-life" ••• which 

reflects some degree of need to use resources to support 
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life. Industrial culture has defined "quality-of-life0 1n 

highly entropic terms. Steady-state culture must re-define 

"quality-of-life" such that it can be satisfied under low 

entropy conditions. 

E. Derivation of an Optimal Welfare Policy Criterion 

The objective of the following derivation is the ident-

ification of a policy criterion which enables an individual 

to readily make decisions in a complex, information-defi-

cient environment in a manner that contributes tor (a) the 

optimal welfare of the individual decision-maker, (b) the 

optimal l'ielfare of the total society, and { c) the maximum 

horizon for future genera.tions. 

1. The Invisible Hand 

Recognition that even the most mundane social and 

technical decisions involve an infinite variety of potential 

complications led Adam Smith to formulate the concept of 

tl1e "Invisible Hand .. (currently in vogue as nRational Self-

ishncss0). The Invisible Hand concept assumes that overall 

system welfare is maximized when ea.ch individual attempts 

independ.ently to maximize his own self-interest without 

regard for the impact of his actions on others. Indeed, a 

coroll~ry to the concept implies that the system (and by 

association, the individual) will actually suffer as the 
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result of altruistic behavior. 24 While the Invisible Hand 

was readily adopted by laissez-faire capitalism, Smith act-

ually attempted to define a reasonable decision criterion 

for the average person who was increasingly challenged by 

the growing complexity of capitalist culture. While seldom 

publicly expounded as a policy criterion (Ayn Rand and Alan 

Greenspan are exceptions) 25, tho Invisible Hand is easily 

detected in western culture. 

2. Feedback Mechanisms in Dynamic Systems 

Systems Dynamics provides a useful vehicle for un-

dersts.ndine; the inherent invalid1 ty of the Invisible Hand 

and related policy criteria. Systems Dynamics is an analyt-

ical method that concentrates on understanding the feed-

bacJ:>;: mechanisms that determine the state of a system over 

time. Each system variable (such as the individual deci-

sj_ on-malrnr) possesses positive and negative feedback rela-

tionships with respect to all other system variables.26 

Positive feedba.clr mechanisms are growth-generating func-

tions. Because of the Conservation Law (First Law) an 

addition to one component of a system must be accounted for 

by a decreo.se in another component. Because of the Entropy 

La:w (Second Lm·r) such transactions have some degree of in-

herent inefficiency (irreversibility, which is reflected as 

"friction" loss or "cost" of maki11g the transaction) which 
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tends to increase at a rate greater than the actual trans-

action rate. In thermodynamic terms this inefficiency is 

reflected as an unavoidable increase in entropy (pollution) 

in the world system. Since the general consequence of the 

Invisible Hand policy criterion is the attempt by each 

practicing individual to maximize his consumption or accu-

mulation, the criterion creates a highly entropic positive 

feedbacl{ raechanisra that tends to cause the system to over-

shoot the carrying capacity of the system. When this growth 

overtakes the system constraints (as illustrated in Figure 

1), the overgrown system collapses back to some primitive 

stendy-state level. During this degradation, individual 

welfare falls in direct proportion to the decay of the 

system. Further, world-wide experience indicate that the 

welfare of most individuals is not satisfied even in the 

growth phase of the cycle. 

In contrast to the inherently unstable positive feed-

back mechanism, negative feedback loops are stabilizing 

functions. A negative feedback mechanism attempts to sup-

press deviations from the stable mode of the system. A 

stee.dy-stats is essentially defined when the positive and 

negB.ti vc mechanisms are in balance, thus allowing a rela-

tively constant value to be maintained for the system act-

ivity levels (such as population). 27 
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3. Pri.go{Sine's Theorem of Minimum Entropy Production 

In 1945 Ilya Prigogine presented the Theorem of 

Minimum Entropy Production as the defining condition for a 

steady-state with respect to specif led constraints in the 

linear region nea.r thermodynamic equilibrium. In recent 

years his theorem has been extended to all thermodynamic 

phenomena, including open biological systems. 28 I.W.Rioh~ 

ardson further demonstrated that achievement of a macro-

scopic steady-state must result from a process in which 

subsystems first achieve steady-state configurations with 

respect to their local environments. 29 

Before procec::d.ing to the final stage of this deriva-

tion, it may be helpful to summarize the points made thus 

fari 

a. The Principle of Minim.i2ation of Entropy is the 

governing policy criterion for maximizing the long-term 

future for human culture. 

b. Both individual (local) and system (global) welfare 

a.re ul timo.tely degraded by the action of unchecked, growth-

oriented policy (such as the Invisible Hand), since such 

policy creates an inherently unstable positive feedback 

mechanism that endangers the entire world system. 

c. Negative feedback phenomena are required to stabili2B 

a system. If the negative feedback can neutralize the pos-

itive feedback a steady-state is achieved, at least temp-
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orarily. However, negative feedback mechanisms (death, for 

example) are not inherently beneficial to the individual. 

de Prigogine's Theorem of Minimum Entropy Production 

is recognized as the necessary and sufficient condition for 

a long-term ( stB.ble) steady-state system for all varieties 

of the:rmodyne..mic phenomena, including living systems. Also, 

achievement of a global steady-state is a hierarchical pro-

cess that must begin with the achievement of micro steady-

state conditions • • • starting with the individual. JO 

Thus a potential parado:ic: exists in achieving an optimal 

steady-state world system. The macro steady-state is re• 

qulr0d for the optimal welfare of all members of the world 

system, but it cannot be achieved except as the culmination 

of achievement of local steady-state conditions by at least 

a statistically significant proportion of all subsystems, 

startin~ at the individual level. 

In order for the individual to optimize his welfare, 

the system must function so that it both provides for his 

quality-of~life needs and protects him from entropic expo..; 

sure. Since 1 t appears unljJcely that such a system can be 

established by fiat from above ( as by a central world 

authority), a mechanism is required that can develop the 

steady-state world system starting from the local level up-

wards. Cooperative effort is the required criterion for 

this mechanism. The PJ::i_nciple of Cooperative Behavior 
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8.ssures efficient satisfaction of essential needs and it 

also insures minimization of cultural "friction" or entropy 

and is therefore presented as the fundamental criterion for 

defining optimal welfare policy. The Principle of Cooper-

ative Behavior, as will be demonstrated below, is directly 

related to the Principle of Minimization of Entropy. To 

t 'Vf ' 31 quo e hGGQOHS1 

We are convinced that realization of the 
qu~ntitati ve restro.lnts of the world envir-
onment and of the tragic consequences of 
an overshoot is essential to the ini t1a-
t1 on of neu forms of thinking that will 
lead to a fundamental revision of human 
behavior and by implication, of the en-
tire fabric of present-day society. 

F. The Golden Rule and Thermodynamic Equilibrium 

Kurt Baler ha.s identified the fundamental mechanism of 

the Golden Rule to be "reversibilityn •.• by which he means 

that the "oehav:l.or in question must be acceptable to a per-

son whether he is at the 'giving' or 'receiving' end of 

it 11 .32 There is a striking similarity between Baler's in-

terpretation of the Golden Rule and the thermodynamic con-

cept of equilibrium. The defining condition for thermo-

dynamic equilibrium ls also "reversibility" ••• 1.e., that 

a transaction from one state to another ls completely fric-

tionless ••• its thermodynamic potential is conserved 

throughout the transaction and, as a consequence of this 

conservation (which represents perfect efficiency), the 



system could reverse itself and return to its original 

state without additional investment of energy. Such a per-

fect system could do useful work as it changed from 

one state to another ••• and could continue to do so indef-

initely {i.e., a perpetual motion machine). 

The condition linking moral rireversibility" a.nd thermo-

dynamic ''reversibility" is the total absence of "friction" 

in the dynamic behavior of the system. Friction is essent-

ially a measure of transaction efficiency and is accounted 

for in thermodynamics by the concept of entropy. The Second 

Law of Thermodynamics implies there are no perfect systems 

in nature ••• that each and every tranGaction has an inher-

ent inefficiency that increases the entropy of its associat-

ed system. This inefficiency or entropy manifests itself 

as some form of •'wasted" resource or opportunity ( pollu-

tion). The Social Sciences do not have a similar concept, 

but the manifestations of "cultural friction" or "cultural 

entropy" are clearly evident in every aspect of social be-

havior. 

It is further noted that thermodynamic equilibrium is 

an ideal state ••. one not actually achieved in nature. Yet 

the concept is used daily in virtually every professional-

level thermodynamic analysis e.s an ideal, unambiguous 

ste.ndard er;ainst which o.n actual thermodynamic design or 

performance can be compared. Importantly, thermodynamic 
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equilibrium's ideal character has in no way reduced its 

value for practical action; rather, without such a ttpe:r-

fect" standard it would be difficult, if not impossible, 

to obtain useful assessments of alternative schemes for 

thermodynamic systems. 

Similarly, the Golden Rule can be interpreted as an 

ideal standard for the evaluation of cultural performance. 

As in the case of its thermodynamic counterpart, there is 

no loss of value in the fa.ct of 1 ts strictly ideal char-

acter; rather, without such a clearly defined, unsurpass-

abl.e standard there could only be a purely arbitrary basis 

for evaluating alternative cultural behavior modes. Curi-

ously, in contrast to the experience in thermodynamics, the 

meager Emount of literature analyzing the Golden Rule large-

ly criticizes and sometimes rejects the entire concept 

-- because of its ideal character. 

These two ideal standards, thermodynamic equilibrium 

o.nd the Golden Rule, are argued to be the physical and the 

cultural formulations of the same natural laws The Goal of 

Ms,xirmm St.a~)ilt ty. 33 A thermodynamic state becomes more 

stable as lt approaches equilibrium; while a cultural sys-

tom' s stability is directly dependent on the degree that it 

approaches Golden Rule perfection. In each case the system's 

success in approaching the maximum effectiveness of the 

ideal standard is measured by the degree to which it is 
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able to minimize "fr1ct101111 • Significantly, thermodynamic 

equilibrium is defined when the production of entropy is 

not only minimal but is also of absolute zero value.34 

Recognition that such optimization requires cooperative 

rather than competitive behavior was the subject of a re-

cent interdisciplinary symposium report titled: Synergeticst 

Cooperative Phenomena in Multicom2onent Systems.35 

G. Application of Steady-State Stability Criteria 

In practical application, the individual decision-maker 

may usei 

1. The Principle of Minimization of Entropy to deter-

mine the proper course of action when dealing with essent-

ially physical s.spects of his system. His thermodynamic 

analysis compares and rates each alternative against the 

ideal equilibrium standard. 

2. The Principle of Cooperative Behavior to determine 

the proper course of action when dealing with essentially 

cultural aspects of his system. His behavioral analysis 

evaluates each alternative with respect to the ideal Golden 

Rule standard. 

The1·e is en obvious disparity in the practical appli-

cation of the t'ltrn principles. There a.re readily identifiable 

units and means of measure available in thermodynamics; 

since, in comparison to cultural systems, physical systems 
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are, in actuality, relatively simple. Measurement of cult-

ural behavior is a most difficult problemi yet Kurt Baier 

suggests a. solution when he emphasizes: "Anyone who engages 

in non reversible behavior is doing something wrong ..• 11 36 

In support of Baler's point it must be recognized that man's 

intuitive power -- when uncluttered by intellectual entrow 

is infinitely more powerful than present mechanistic 

analytical tools.37 Thus, it is argued that the decision-

maker '!'rho subscribes to the Golden Rule can, in fact, eval-

uate the most complex behavioral problems by concentrating 

on understanding the ramifications or "costs" of irrevers-

ibilities identified in various alternatives. Man is fully 

capable of looking beyond the potential short term gains of 

irreversible bohavlor and seeing how feedback mechanisms 

will ultimci.tely work 8.[S8.:i.nst him. Thus~ men can form an in-

crensingly cooperative culture in which the actual diff 1-

cul ty of behav:J.oral decislo:n-maklng will be greatly reduced. 

The use of irreversibility as a criterion of inher-

ent inadequacy of a system 1 s beha.vi or can be readily applied 

also to physical system evaluation. For examples when an 

industry comp1n1ns that it cannot afford to prevent serious 

pollution (83 in the case of toxic by-products~ poor design, 

poor durability or maintainability, or lncompatibility with 

other system elements), the analyst {and society in gen-. 

eral) must take this reaction as likely identification of 
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even more critical problems such as basic inappropriate-

ness of the industry~ its products, its methods, or loc-

ation. In this manner it will be possible to track problems 

to their sources rather than being limited (as at present) 

to trying to patch up their impact. Such corrective, en-

tropy minimj.zing policy (which must be cooperative to 

succeed) is essential to effective and timely transition 

to a steady-state world system. 
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short-term prospects usin~ decision criteria similar to the 
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Invisible Hand. As D.H. I1eadmrs (.QJ?. clt., p. 196) has 
observed 1 "Our present situation is so complex e.nd is so 
much a reflection of man's multiple activities~ that no 
combino.t'.i.on of purely technical, economic~ or legal meas-
ures and devices can brine; subst.smtial improvement." Also: 
"Only real comprehension of the humrm conclition at this 
turning point in history can provide sufficient motivation 
for people to e.ccept the indi vldua.l so.crifices a.nd changes 
in poli tic<::tl and economic power structures required to 
reach an equilibrium state.u ibid., p. 198. 

37· Jay w. Forrester has based much of his Systems 
Dynnmics concept on the need to use computer simulation as 
n means for dealing w:l th problems of c01..mter-intul ti ve be-
havior in managing large~ dynamic systems. It is argued 
here thnt modern culture's emphasis on mechanical &nalysis 
has stunted mo.n's inherent intuitive analytical power. As 
a practicB.l matter~ unless all of manl{ind co.:n be pulled to-
gether under a common rain1rnization of entropy ethic using 
a conummico.tl ons vehicle similar to de Chard in' s concept of 
the "noosphere 0 there ls little lilrnllhood of reaching the 
lonr.;-term steac1~,r-stc.~:e or avoidin.g the ce.t8strophic over-
shoot belnc identified by the World Dynamics models. In 
short, tho:.:;e who would rely on s olutl o;1S from central auth-
orities must redirect their attention toward policies which 
provtde sto.bili ty and purpose-in-life at the micro level. 
Minimization of Entropy policies are not counter-intuitive. 



CHAPTER 3 

STEADY-STATE WORLD SYSTEM 

A. World Dynamics Minimization of Entropy Model 

The Principle of Minimization of Entropy was embedded 

as a modification to Forrester's World Dynamics model in 

order to test the conceptual feasibility of obtaining long-

term stee"dy-state solutions for the world system. Figure 4 

illustrates operation of the optimal policy model until the 

year 3000. (Appendix B contains the computer listing for 

this model plus the fourteen policy tables used as the bas-

is for the optimization procedure. ) When compared to Figure 

3 it is clear that a significant improyement in the long-

term st::»bility of the world system has been achieved. The 

system hypothesized in Figure 4 is assured at least 1000 

years of high quality-of-life, steady-state performance. 

The modeling actions underlying this achievement are summa-

rized as foll01rn 1 

1. Forrester's model was lni tiall;y tested for various 

policy al ter1w.tl ves without changing the basic structure of 

his model. Sensitivity analysis found his model to be crit-

ically influenced by the totally irreversible character of 

the natural resource sector. This characteristic was found 

to be responsible for the relatively rapid degradation of 

even the most hopeful policy alternatives. No alternative 

~9 
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polic3r set could be found that performed better than the 

policies illustrated in Figures 2 and 3. As a consequence of 

the sensitivity analysis, the natural resource sector was 

modif led to allow feedback of a small proportion of the 

natural resources used. This modification allowed signifi-

cant improvement in the long-term performance of the model. 

The conclusion can be draNn that some degree of natural re-

source recovery (by recycling or cascading) is essential in 

achieving steady-state solutions for the world system. 

2. The World Dynamics model was next investigated using 

FORTHAN rather than MIT's DYNAMO simulation language. Use 

of FORTRAN made it possible to incorporate into the model 

an optimlzation technique; known as Goal Programming.39 Goal 

Programming is a particularly attractive technique in that 

it allows ro..tional decision-making with respect to a. complex 

set of unlike, often conflicting, goals and constraints. 

Thus, it is better suited for real world declsion-making 

than the conventional, single objective optimization tech-

niques normally used in systems analysis. Hmrnver, Goal 

Progrnmming is essentially an extension of the Simplex met~ 

ad. of linear progrrunming and, therefore, is not ideally 

suited for the World Dynamics model (in which the variables 

all ho.ve non-linear relationships). The main reason, how-

ever, for rejecting the use of Goal Programming and other 

standard optimization techniques is that they all are es-



entially "one-shot" methods; 1. e. , the condition of the 

system is evaluated and all decision variables are changed 

to the optimum solution in one time instant. Since the 

real world does not function in such a manner, it was de-

cided to return to the DYNAMO modeling system and develop 

an optimization procedure using the continuous feedback 

mechanisms which reflect real world operation. 

3. Early simulations with the World Dynamics model 

using minimization of entropy policy indicated the concept-

ual fe8sibil1ty of achievine; optimal, long-term steady-

stnte solutions. Specifically, if all members of the world 

population were to simultaneously subscribe to Minimization 

of Entropy policy criteria there could be a rapid ( v1rt:.. · 

ually instantaneous ) transition to the optimum steady-

state world system. Recogn:lzing, however, that the major-

ity of the world's population experience a low quality-of-

life existence that may inhibit their ability to respond to 

the promise of policies radically different from t.hose pre-

sently 1n force, 40 it was deemed necessary to introduce a 

feedback mechanism that would reflect the tendency of 

threatened classes of persons to act in a manner that at-

tempts to relieve their immediate hardship, but which (in 

"vicious circlcu fashion") further undermines their ability 

to survive. Conversely, once the quality-of-life goals are 

satisfied, it is assumed there will be increasing motiva-
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tion to use Minimization of Entropy policy. A representa-

tive quality-of-life policy feedback table is illustrated 

as Figure 5a for the birth rate sector. When quality-of-

life eoals (defined arbitrarily as unity) are met the in-

dividual decision-maker follows a policy that attempts to 

maintain birth rate at a level which insures the optimal 

steady-state mode for the world system. If the quality-of-

life goes up, the decision-maker tends to further constrain 

his birth rate policy in order to minimize the entropy that 

is, in some degree, inherent in quality-of-life levels. In 

order to insure propagation of the race e.t a desired pop-

ulation level, the minimum birth rate policy is approached 

asymptotically. However, if quality-of-life goes down, the 

affected decision-me.lrnr responds by sharply increasinr: his 

birth rate policy -- apparently out of instinctive fear for 
l~1 survival. A consequence of this type of policy table is 

that a st;cady-state world system cannot be expected until 

qua.J.i ty-of-lif e at the micro level achieves some essential 

level of satisfaction. Meadows reaches a similar conclus-
42 ion: 

We reco~nize that world equilibrium can be-
come a reo.11 ty only if the lot of the so-
C<'J.llecl develop:i.ng countries is substantially 
improved, both in absolute terms and relative 
to the economically developed nations, and we 
nffirm that this improvement can be achieved 
only through global strategy. 
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4. Figure 5b illustrates the associated minimization 

of entropy policy table for the birth rate sector. The gov-

erning mechanism for this type of table is the rate of 

change in the natural resource base. If the rate of change 

approaches zero the birth rate policy is maintained at a 

level which insures the optimal steady-state mode. If the 

rate is nee;ati ve (i.e. , the rate of resource depletion is 

increasing) policies are encouraged which reduce birth rate. 

Conversely, in the event that the rate of resource regene-

ration actually exceeds the rate of usage (i.e., stockpil-

ing of recycled materials), birth rate policies may be al-

lowed to increase ln order to adjust to the increased level 

of 0 stocksn or "cax·rying capacity" of the system. 43 As in 

the case of the origina.1 MIT models, these tables are in-

tended to reflect only the physical implications of cult-

ural 2.ctlvity. 

5. Various sensi ti vl ty analyses 11ere made with respect 

to the World Dynamics Entropy Minimizntion model. Of part-

icular interest are the following observationst 

o.. The model is sensitive to less-than-full optimi-

zat1on policies. Figure 6 is an ag~regated representation 

of seven simulation runs in Nhich various combinations of 

six out of seven policy vnrlebles are optimized using mini-

rnization of entropy criteria, while the seventh retains 

Forrester's original crite:L'lon. The conclusion drawn is 
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That, since the system variables are all fundamentally 

linked, only a holistic approach can succeed in achieving 

optimal steady-state conditions. 

b. Figure 7 represents the impact of delaying im-

plementation of minimization of entropy policy from 1975 
(solid line) to 1980 (dotted line) or 1990 (dashed line). 

As would be expected, delay is increasingly detrimental to 

the long-term quality of the steady-state world system. 

c. Fic:,ure 8 represents the influence of quality-of-

life constraints on allowable population levels; 1. e., the 

higher the quality-of-life goal, the lower the allowable 

population level. 

Thus, the potential ability of minimization of entropy 

policy (emphasizing resource recovery and husbandry) to 

achieve a high quality-of-life, long-term,steady-state 

~orld system has been demonstrated. The minimization of 

entropy policy criterion provides for both the maximum hor-

izon for future generations and a satisfactory quality-of-

1ife for all members of the world system. 

B. Validity of the World Dynamics Simulation Models 

The World Dynamics models are embryonic attempts to 

study a problem that must soon be understood if mankind is 

is to be assured survival. It is not yet possible to use 

these models forpredlctingthe future with any certainty. 
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At proscnt;, tho mo3t useful o.spocts of the World Dynamics 

models can be summarized as follows1 

1. Ability to constTuct models that approximate the 

mental models decision-makers actually use; and then test 

hm1 those models a.e;rco w1 th real world experiences. In 

this regard, tho i.UT models have already had an enormous 

oducat1ono.l impact on policy-malco:rs world-wide. If world 

scale conflict cnn bo avoided, it ls quite possible that the 

world-lrlde 11 L1m1ts to Growthrr research effort may succeed 

in creating, on the pa.rt of world leaders, the understand-

ing and motivation needed to develop effective steady-state 

oriented policy. 

2. Ability to study basic hypoth0sos concerning growth 

dynamics, grmr(;h constrain.ts, e.nd the possible ram1f1oations 

should theoo 11m1ts bo oxcoedod. 

3. Ability to identify ossontial requirements that 

must be sa.'l;ioficd for tho ach'.lovomcnt of steady-state cond-

it;i ons £r"C bo'.;h tho local and the global levels. This study 

has domonst~co.ted that tl101"'modynamic :principles are the fund-

amental criteria for the achiovemont of any st~ady-state 

solution. 

I+. Abili·i;y to investigate altornat1 ve policies for 

transition to stcGdy-stnto conditions. 

5. Ability to develop a refined understanding of tho 

technical aspects of cultural dynamics; with the object-



ive of establishing a comprehensive Cultural Physics. The 

thermodynamic concepts stressed in this study are conducive, 

if not essential, to such a development. 

6. To quote Meadows: 44 
Although all major world issues are fund-
n.mentally linlced, no method has yet been 
discovered to tackle the whole effectively 
••• (The Systems Dyno.mics approach) permits 
us to define the balances that must exist 
within human society, and between human 
society and its habitat, and to perceive 
the consequences that mny ensue \'Then such 
balances are disrupted ••• man's tenure on 
earth l·rill be lon;:,er if he can learn to 
formulate his goals and manage his affairs 
so that short-term solutions do not decrease 
long-term options. 

c. Implications of a Steady-State World System 

Minimization of Entropy policy for the optimal steady-

state world system suggests that research programs, planning, 

and resources management policies be oriented towards the 

following considerations: 

1. Natura.l reso~ depletion be minimized by: 

a. Use of "renewable" or recoverable resources 

b. Use of comprehensive or multi-purpose schemes to 

mE" .. ximize use of resources - . • thereby reducing unnecessary 

duplication of resource inputs. 

c. Emphasizing energy and materials technologies 

which are able to add to key resource reserves. 
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2. Pollution be minimized by: 

a. "Cascading" or "stepping down" waste products 

from one level as resource inputs to other users. 

b. Maximizing use of resources whose wastes can be 

used for other processes. 

c. Maximizing use of resources whose eventual en-

tropic waste can be readily absorbed or neutralized by the 

environment. 

d. Minimizing or eliminating processes whose envir-

onmental impact can not be effectively neutralized. 

e. Emphasizing technologies which improve capa-

bilities to maintain a healthy biosphere. 

3. Populo.tion be maintained at a constant level, com-

mensurate ·with environmental carrying capacity, by: 

a. Determining desired average life span ••• whose 

reciprocal gives the death rate. For zero population grow-

th, birth rate equals death rate. 

b. Emphasizing a negative growth policy for the 

short-tcrmg in order to allow expeditious transition to 

steady-state world conditions. 

4. C2.nl tal InYestment dura.bili ty be maximized with res-
--~-

pect to needs of society by: 

a. Reducing discard or depreciation rates. 

b. Decreasing the impact of capital investment on 

resource depletion and pollution generation. 
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c. MaintalninG sufficient capital investment to 

sustain societies relatively unprotected from the mis-

fortunes of nature. 

5. Quality-of-life be defined as a trade-off between 

benefits gained from technology versus entropic costs in-

curred by use of the technology, with emphasis given to1 

a. Cultural orientation to conservation and com-

prehensive use of resources. 

b. Crediting non-material, cooperative behavior 

factors more effectively. 

c. Social technology which worli::s with (rather than 

against) nature. 

Perhaps the most di ff icul t problem in d.efining the 

chare.c ter of a le1re;e scale steady-state culture is what it 

will be like as a physical structure. Yet identification 

of this structure is critical to determining the character 

of the entropy rates that must be minim.izcd in order to 

achieve the steady-state. Using Plato's Republic or Thomas 

More's Utopia a.s classical examples, 1 t is a1~gued that many 

attractive, essentially organic, philosophical statements 

reGardlne; opt:tme.1 steady-state societies have been advanced 

down throu,sh the ages; yet, when reduced to physical con-

cepts, these propose.ls have invariablJr tended to suggest 

physical structures and institutions diametrically opposed 

to their origtno.l humani tarlan objectives. 45 A consequence 
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of this design inadequacy h~s been a general discrediting 

of the basic validity of the concepts of utopia and the 
46 stable steady-state. In modern experience, this paradox 

is manifested in our apparent inability to effectively de-

velop e.nd manage large systems • • • whether in private ent-

erprlse or in government. The thermodynamic concepts intro-

duced in defining the process for achieving and maintaining 

stable steady-state systems offers possible answers to this 

probleme 

Tal{ing each community (of whatever size) to be a sub-

system of the total world system 1 it follows that the world 

system cr:m only reach steady-state stability when all sub-

systems have achieved steady-state stability with respect 

to their local situations (which are assumed to be of i:n-

finite physical variety). Therefore, any serious attempt 

at transition towards a steady-st.ate world system must first 

concentrate on micro level subsystems. Possibly the great-

est inertia facing transition to the steady-state world sys-
47 tern is the problem of rrbigness". Modern industrial culture 

is clearly commltted to the ethic: "The bigger the better" 

••• or its technical equivalents "economy of scale". As 

Robin Clarke observes:48 

Our technolog:"Les are des:.\.r,ned to eliminate 
the need for people and to maximize the need 
for capital ••. the type of technology we use 
plo.ces great emphasis on the economy of large 
scale operations and is often poorly adapted 
to decentralized, local situations ••• con-
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temporary technolc~y is as badly suited 
to acceleratinp.: development (of poor 
socloties) as ~ny that can be 1m~gined. 

Clarlrn further warns i L1-9 

Technical innovation (in industrial soc-
iety) becomes very expensive~ people be-
come totally dependent on the existing 
syatem; the system itself, through cent-
rc:.lizcd:ion, becomes highl;}• liable to both 
technical accidents and the actl.vities of 
S8.boteurs. The le.st have only to remove 
a 1·1ea.k linlc in the chain to cause chaos 
over mnny inte:clinked systems covering 
hundreds or thousands of square kilo-
meters. Centralization also precludes 
the use of diffuse energy sources, such 
as solar and ·wind power ••• · 

Clarlrn, who is a leading advocate of "alternative" or 

"appropriate" technology, proposes the concept of biotech-

nology;501. e. v using resources at essentially the same rate 

they are naturally generated in the local environment --

and as an immediate consequence, creating little or no prob-

lems of environmental pollution or drain on resource support 

for futm:-e genernti ons. Figure 9 is a schematic illustra.-

t~.on of the operating principle for a "biotechnic community" 

the type of community required for expeditious transi-

tion to o..n optimal, long-term steady-state world system, 

Clarke sees immediate feasibillty for such community devel-

opment world-w1de:51 

Solo.r .smd wind onorp.;y are found ••• universally 
and~ if coupled to the energy iThich could be 
obtained by burning tlmber, they form an in-
tcrcst:lnp: distribution pattern over the earth's 
surface ••. In almost any habitable place, 
energy is or could be available from use of 
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sun, wind or timber. In places where 
there ls little sun, wind and wood are 
often common. And where timber and wind 
are rare, there is usually plenty of 
sun. 

Clarlrn' s concepts of alternative/appropriate technology are 

absolutely vital to the achievement of world stability. As 

stressed earlier, attendence to the welfare of the world's 

underprivileged must be the first step in the transition to 

the steady-state. The Western concept of industrialized 

technology is totally impotent in dealing with this problem. 

For the world's masses of poor to achieve local stability 

and a satisfactory quality-of-life, they must have ready 

access to means for effective self-help. Self-help policies 

require: 52 11 ••• essentially decentralized techniques whose 

principles e.:r.e :readily understood and controlled by anyone." 

Such technology can be made rapidly and extensively avail-

.able at low cost throughout the world. Further, it is fully 

effective in quickly s21.tisfying basic subsistence needs and 

has low environmental impact.53 

While the bi otechnic villae;os or small towns are the 

basic community models for transition to the steaay-state 

world system, it must be realized that much of the world 

has been caught up in 2 massive urbanization movement re-

sul ting from industr5 .. alism. Consequently, much effort must 

be made in introducing alternative/appropriate technology 

into existing urban environmen'cs, especially the badly 
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abused central cities. As Clarke notesr54 

••• the demands of an alternative 
technology (in the urban situation) 
may be different in kind, but not 
different in principle. 



CHAPTEil J FOOTNOTES 

39. Sang M. Lee. "Goal Progr?1-mmin.?; for Decision An-
alysis of Multiple Objectives." Sloan Management Review, 
vol. 14, no. 2, winter 72-73, pps. 11-~4. · 

4·0. This assumption is somewhat difficult to fully 
justify in that it assumes that the underprivileged are 
less able to rationalize or moralize the.n the more pri v-
leged cle"sscs. On an individual basis there is no reason 
to make such an assumption~ however, on a clcss basis it 
reflects the very consequences of being underprivileged ••• 
i.e., malnutri tlon wh:lch restricts actual mental develop-
ment, lack of access to proper education and information, 
etc. Further, using Abrahr.<.m Maslow•s concept of a needs 
hiere.rchy (£!9.t:1;.Y£1:t1on p.nd PcrsonaJ.it;z. New Yorlr: Harper, 
1954), it is argued that persons whose situation requires 
full concentration e.t the personal subsistence or security 
levels have little or no opportunity to attend to higher 
level community-oriented needs. For an interesting graphic 
portra.ya.l of this assumption, sees D. H. Meadows. E.E• cit. , 
p. 211-. 

41. This phenomenon has frequently been observed in 
nature. The position t~ken here is in opposition to 
Forrestex-'s interpretations that birth rate goes down under 
ad verse cond:lti ons. ( Forroster. op cit. , discusr-1 on of the 
BRCM, BRFM, 8.nd BRPM functions) -Th'88.rgument here is that 
s.clvcrse condtt1ons cause both death £md birth rates to go 
up. However" as evident in the poor sectors of world soc-
iety tod:7.y, birth rates (postive feodbacl{) are increasing, 
while death rates (negative feedback) are relatively stable. 

42. D. H. Meadows. .QE• cit. , p. 19 5. Meadmvs also 
warns th8t the search for the steady-state solution " must 
not lead to a freezing of the status quo. ibid., p. 197. 

LJ.3. However, since the Second Law ul tima.tely prevails, 
thls inc:re2scd level of nctivity will cause a shortening of 
the future horizon • 

L1.J+, D.H. Meadmrs. op. cit., p. 196; p. 218. Dennis 
Gabor has mn.do a. prelirnl°nary effort o.t developinp: a math-
ematlcal PJ:'Ocedure with the same goo.ls advanced by Meadows 
and this study. An interpretation of his conclusions is 
that in order to insure the maxtmum freedom of choice in 
the future the decision-maker must minimize the exercise of 
his present freedom. This is essentially an alternative 
statement of the Principle of Minimization of Entropy • 
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Dennis Gci.bor. "Open Ended p:1_::mninp;11 in Erich Jantsch. Per-
specti ve:s '.Ln P1:"'..nJ.11n~. Paris 1 Orp.::anizati on for EconomiC-
Coope:cati on--c11?i--Deveiopment t 1968' P• 344: "The novelty in 
the present paradox ls only that the maximum in question, 
where it is best not to exercise the freedom, is not e. mm::-
imum of material goods, socia.l justice, etc., but the maxi-
mum of freedom itself ••• it cannot be denied that there is 
something -:flmd::;;i.mentafly paradoxical in the concept of free-
dom. tt 

LJ.5. I. F. Clarlrn. "Prophets 2l.nd Predicators: The Prim-
acy of Plo.to. 11 Futures~ vol. 4 r no. 1, March 1972, pps. 7 5-
80. "The Utility of-Utopia". Futures, vol. 3, no. 4, Dec. 
1971, pps. 396-401. -----

46. John Stuart Mill providod an often quoted rcbut-
ta1 to the; detractors of the steady-state.: "It is scarcely 
necessary to reraark that a stationary condition of capital 
and pop~lntion implies no stationary state of human improv~ 
ment. There i·rould be as much scope as ever for all ltinds of 
mental culture~ c.nd morol nnd social progress; as much room 
for lmprov~tX\'; the J\rt of L:lv:lng D.nd much more lilcelihood of 
1 ts belng lrnprovcd ~ 1·1h8n minds cease to be eng~c0c1:;ed in the 
o.rt of ge·i:tln~ on. rt D2.ly. o-e. ~1_!_:_. , p. :l 3. Implicit in the 
::-irp;ument for ::-. stendy-state nor1d system ls a 11 Utoplan11 

philosophy. There arc some students of society who have 
concluded ths.t manldncl has 11 lost its innocence" 8.nd ho.s re-
signed itself to a dismal present •.• devoid of any inter-
est or hope for a better future for either themselves or 
post2r:'.Lty. ( Intsrestlnc;l~r, the Second Law is often us Gd to 
support such positions). Judi th Shkl::i.r. "The Poli tic al 
'J'l1r:: or;ir of Utopi"..: From Melancholy to Nosti'..lp,;ia.11 • in Utoulns 
f'ncl Uton:'l.::m Thour:i;ht. F.E. Manuel (ed.). Boston: Beacon___, __ 
~f'r.ess-;-1967 ~ --y;~--foI. Kenneth Boulding has countered with 
the observat:lon that there is a F\reat deal of historical 
evidence to sugcest that a society which loses its identity 
with posteri t;y D.nd >·Th:i.ch loses its positive lmnge of the 
future loses also its capacity to deal with present problem 
••. and. soon f81ls 2.part. Kennetl1 E:. Boulding. ttThe Econom-
lcs of the Cominr; Spnceship Ee.rth", D8.ly op. clt., p. 129. 
Elsewhere Bouldi11.g notes that, h1storical.ly, Utopians have 
been motivated by :J.. strong escapist urrse; "··· desiring to 
leave bchlncl all tho :i.ncqu:l.ty, insecurity 2,nd destructive-
ness thnt ( p-res;:;nt) systems i'1.211ifcst and produce." C:sn·ole 
F:lsher. Topr--:cd Utoplo.: Consldcrations For Advand.n~ the 
Y..E.i2Cl~ Iti~\X1.:ft:9.1i0J::i-i!:~g£5.i:s~-.--.,-u.iiin,11Jiishecf .. Ms;.stei~· 1-s-r;1aj or-Paper, 
Virr;in:l.a Polytechn:lc Ins ti tutc, Blacksburg, Va.. July 197.3, 
p. 2. B0uldini:r, observes that, even thoue;h Utopia ~ls not 
free of unfavorable connotations, it is of enormous import-
ance in dlrecting the energies of man. 0 If we move anywhere, 
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it is bcce..use the reality we perceive does not conform to 
our ideo.l. The nature of the ideal more than anything 
else determines our direction of movement. It is our image 
of the future which draws into the future, or even which 
repels us in other dj.recti ons. rr Kenneth E. Boulding. Prin-
cl_Jfl-e~ of Politic0l Econ~. Englewood Cliffs, NJ1 Prentice-
Hall, 1958, P• 418. 

47. It is beyond the scope of this study to go deeply 
into the political aspects of the steady-state as opposed 
to "bigness"; hoHever, the following references make vital 
observations a 

a. Jeri.n Jacques Rousseau: nnemocracy requires a 
sma.11 state." James Madison1 "Bigness absolutely precludes 
democratic rule." J.D. Ma.y. "'Bigness, Technology and Dem-
ocracyn Se~roh, vol. 5, no. 6, June 1974, p. 249. 

-b-. Aristotle 1 "Most persons think that a state in 
order to be happy ought to be la.rr;e; but even if they a.re 
rlght, they have no idea of what is a large and wha.t is a 
small state ••• to the size of states there is a limit, as 
there is to other things, plants, animalsp implements; for 
none of these retain the1.r natural power when they are too 
large or too small, but they either wholly lose their nat-
ure or are spoiled. n D. H. Meadows. o-e. ci_!!.. , p. 161. 

4-8. Robin Clarke. ttThe Pressing Need for Alternative 
Technology611 • ImEact 21. Science on Societ~, vol. 22, no. 4, 
1973, p. 2 o. 

49. i bj.9:· • p. 26L~. 

50. J_lj-S\• • P• 267. 

51. j_ btcl. 

52. ibid. , P• 268. 

53. As an example of the dispar1 ty beti1een industrial 
culture's inherent inefficiency and the appropriateness of 
M.otechnlc culture, Cla.rlrn notes that, where the United 
States uses an o.vcra.ge of 10 ce.lories of energy resources 
to produce one caloric of food~ irprim iti ve" agrlcul ture 
obts.ins 15 cP.lo:ries of food for every calorie of enerp.;y re-
sm.i.rce used :i.n fnrming. -~'.2:1.d. , p. 261. Jchn Jeavons, who 
has developed a 11 blodynamlc" form of 1011 technology, low 
energy agriculture, stresses that mechanized agriculture 
simply ls incapQble of providing the food needs of the 
world ••• only organic methods can satisfy the great de-
ficiencies that exist in the world's food production sys-
tem •••• such methods provide 5-15 times usual commercial 
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yields at only a fraction of the resource investment. Yet, 
he notes (in reference to seeking financial support for 
further research): " ••• the Ford and Rockefeller Foundations 
did respond, but the minute they found out it was an or-
ganic method they just bluntly said they were not interest-
ed in goin8 b'3.ck to baslcs. 11 Peter Wiley. "And Its Organic 
Too 0 , Falls Church Globe, Falls Church, Va, 3 Jan 1975, p. 
4. 

54. Clarl{e • .2.E• cit. , p. 270. 



CII.APTER 4 

APPROPRIATE TECHNOLOGY FOR TRANSITION 

TO THE STEADY-STATE WORLD SYSTEM 

A. Thermodynamic Analysis 

f...s stated by the First Law of Thermodynamics, mass-

energy resources are conserved, at least in an essentially 

closed system such as Earth. Thus, in a qu~ntitat1ve sense 

it is impossible to have a "depletion" of mass-energy re-

sources; in one form or another, such resources are fully 

conserved in the world system. The Second Law of Thermo-

dynamics~ however, states that mass-energy resources, while 

conserved quantitatively, are not conserved qualitatively. 

Further, the Second Law emplw.sizes that each and every 

t1~ansscti on in a real system must 1nvol ve some degradation 

of the quality of the mass-energy resources involved. This 

degrodation "cost" is entropy. The difference between the 

original qualitative value of a resource and its past entro-

py "expenditures" represents the resource's current quality 

or potential ability to do useful work. 

This o.bill ty to do work is knm·m as thermodynamic po-

tential or the:rmodynem:i.c availability (hereafter refered to 

as potential). In reality, it ls only this quali ta ti ve as-

pect (potential) of mass-energy resources that can be "de-

pletedtt or become "scarce". It is therefore necessary to 
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distinguish botv:con the quant1 tat1 ve aspect of a resource 

(number of BTU's, for example) and the qualitative aspect 

(number of BTU's/lb). The quantitative aspect is conserved 

and can be treated in a simple arithraot1c fashion. The qual-

1tat1vo uspcct is essentially s density function dependent 

on the relations 

POTENTIAL ::: ORIGINAL VALUE - IRREVERSIBIIJITIES 

A (BTU/lb) :r:: E (BTU/lb) - T(b F)• S(BTU/lb-"F) 

Potential (A) is thus a function of thToe intcTrclatcd var-

ie.blcsa energy (E), tcmporaturc (T), and entropy (S). Alter-

nati voly, for dynamic p:rocosses abili ty-to-do-worlr ( dA) 

equals rocovcrnblc worlr under ideal (revoTsible) conditions 

(dE) minus work loot under actual (1rrovorsible) conditio11s 

( TdS). 

Stcphon Bor17 has advanced tho concept of Thermodynamic 

Thrift o.;:; a general purpose criterion for resource manage-

ment. This critorlon statos~55 

It is doG:ire.blo to minimize the consumption 
of thoxmodynamic potential in achieving any 
choacn gonl. 

Recalling tho derivation (-t:. N ~LJ.S) from Chapter 2, it is 

clear '~hat m:lnimlzation of consumption of thor.modynamic po-

tcntio.1 is a criterion cqu:lv21lcnt to tho Principle of Nini-

mlzation of Entropy. Thus, the concept of minimization of 

entropy is intrinsic in tho co11cept of thermodynamic analy-

sis and synonomouo with any policy that attempts to conserve 

potential or minimize its unnecessary consumption or waste.56 



Interest in alternative technology leads directly to 

resource husbandry concepts such as Total Energy Systems, 

Comprehensive Use of Resources (China.)57, recycling, multi-

use systems, cascading, and biotechnic or cooperative feed-

baclc systems. The conservative strength of such concepts is 

virtually self-evident, yet they have been regularly dis-

credi tied as not be:1.ng thermodynamically, economically, 

or functionally competitive with existing methods. This 

is particularly surprising since most modern resource tech-

nologies exist as series-type networks whose total system 

efficiencies are routinely less than 5%.58 The real reason 

for this paradox is simply that analytical methods are used 

that consider only the "one~way, single-use" policies of 

industrlal technology. Spec1fically, such a.nalyses give no 

credit for multiple use of the ss.me resources, the elimina-

tion of redundant prime :resource consumption, the reduction 

of environmental impact, the elimination of unnecessary 

capital investment, or other "externalities" whose mini-

mization benefits the whole system. 

There :ts, then, an urgent requirement to develop a 

thermodynamic analysis methodology for alternative technol-

ogy. Using Carnot's principle of the ideal thermal efficien-

cy of the reversible heat cycle: 
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Carnot or ideal. thermal efficiency 
the "cold" temperature (sink) 
the "hot" temperature (source) 
ideal potential (reversible process) 
original resource potential 

the thermal "friction" or loss of potential 
factor due to Second Law 1rrevers1bilities 
of the process 

.. Tc 
l -

IDEAL AVAILABILITY = ORIGINAL VALUE - IRREVERSIBILITIES 

= Q 

= Q( 1 - Tc /TH ) ::: Q fLc 

This expreosion represents an ideal standard against which 

any real thermodynamic system can be compared. This formula-

tion is extended by drawing on a derivation by D.O. Lee and 

W.H. McCullochr60 

y = = UTILITY 

where~ 

for a heat cycle: 

UTILIZATION = y :::: We,1 + Q,, :.: USEFUL WORK + HEAT APPLIED 
USING WASTE HEAT 

for a cooling cycle: 

UTILIZATION ::: y = W,1 + Qc ::: USEFUL WORK + HBAT REMOVED 
USING WASTE HEAT 
(absorption) 

thus, utility (Y) can be defined as a measure of the total 

benefit derived from cascaded use of thormal resources in 

compai~ison to the ideal maximum obtained in a "single-use" 

Carnot heat cycle. 
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As a general observo.tion, Y C8tn be i:r:re9.ter th~.n 
1.0 for cascaded systems. The fact that the 
utiJJ.ty can be r;reater than 1. 0 would. seem 
to :trnply violation of the laws of tl1err:10-
dynam1cs, because the energy usar:e ts greAter 
than the availab:tlity. However, it should be 
remembered th2.t i y == Wu ·:.· heat applied. In 
order to satlsfy the second law D only tl1r; 
quantity W,,.f Ar must be less than 1. o. The 
fact that the ratio of heat applisd to th2 
availD.bili ty ls also present makes it poss-
ible for the utility to be ~re8ter thnn 1.0. 
This ra.tio ( Q/l\.y), houever, docs not involve 
useful work but r~ther involves the heat 
sink of the system and hence does not involve 
the second lo.w. 

In the wind source and laser-fusion total energy system 

examples that follo·w, the above der1 irati on has been extended 

beyond thermal cycles to all thermodynamic transformations. 

Specificallyi when dealing with heat cycles the relation1 

y ~"" Wu ·{· Q11 , is used; when dealing with coolinB cycles the 

relation1 y :::::: W11 ·~; Q.:., is used; and when deallng with other 

than heat or cooling cycles (electricity, lasers, Fusion 

Torch, etc.) th0 relations y = YAr• is used, where Y is the 

it :1.s possible to develop a potential m1nim1.zing alP:ort thrn 

as follmrs: 62 

y -- YAr ::::: Wu. •to Qf-1' :::: W1.1. + Q.: 

The simulation model sums A and y for each iteration and 

for CD.Ch run computes: 63 
~ y z w" + ~Q/I L:Qc y .,._ 

+ = = L.A.,. L Ar ~Ar k.Ar 
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The dual relat1 on for ms.ximizlng utility ( Y) is the minim-

mization of entropy production; vrhich in turn is equivalent 

to minimizing consumption of thermodyn~mic potential. Nega-

ti ve feedba.clc loops (in the manner employed in the World , 

Dynamlcs model) can be used to dyna.mic:J.lly optimize any 

thermodyn(:l.mic system. 

B. Thermodynamic Analysis for Total Energy Systems 

Figure 10 represents the concept of conventional "one-

wny, sin.sle-purpose" thermodynamic analysis. Resource input 

(Q) is transformed thermodynamically (by a heat cycle, for 

exnmple) to provide some degree of useful work. Under exist-

inr; practice, however, ltttle attention is giYen to matching 

the quality of the thermodynamic potential with the qualita-

tive requirement of the demand. As a consequence, if a high 

quQlity (1000°C) steam generation process is used to gene-

rate electricity for a low quality (50°C) hot water heatinp:: 

de~snd, the process will require eight times as much initial 

energy resources (i.e., 12% as/ off1cient) 64 than would be used 

if waste heat from one of many other possible sources were 
6 r 

J 2 used. While typical heat cycle efficiencies are in the 0-

35% range, the overall efficiencies of most processes are 

even less due to multlplicatlon of a series of process com-

ponent incff:i.ciencics. Consequently, thermal pollution 

loads reflecting inefficiencies of 65-80% are dumped in 
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great concentration into the environment. Battelle research-

ers have found that these heat loads are creating "heat 

islands" wh:l.ch have macroscopic adverse impact on regional 

environments, particularly in metropolitan areas.66 Thus, 

the environmente.l "sink" temperature (Tc ) is dependent on 

the buildup of thermal entropy in the system. Since a heat 

cycle is directly dependent on the ratio Tc/T11 (i.e., 

he. = 1 - Tc /T:-i), the raisinfj of Tc reduces the future effic-

iency of the process providing useful work; which in turn 

increases the future pollution rate. This "running down" is 

a conGequence of the Second Law, but it represents a. rate 

totally unacceptable with respect to society's present and 

future needs. 

Figure 11 schematically represents the concept of 

thermodynamJ.c analysis for alternative technology. The sys-

tem is designed and operated in a cooperative feedback man-

ne:r thnt allm1s virtually a.11 infinite number of combinations 

for multiple use of resources. While the input resources (Q) 

must u1 timately flnd thelr rtmy to the environmental sink ( S) 

in order to satisfy the First Law and Second Law, the rate 

of degradation is greatly reduced by: 

1. Cooperative plannine; that in the design stage strives 

for minimization of unnecessary resource consumption and 

max:tmum uti.lization of those :resources that are necessary. 

As noted earlier, a simple cascaded hot water heating system 

will use only one-eighth the energy resource input needed 
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under conventional practice. Further, such cascading tech-

nology is significantly contributing to the minimization of 

entropy in the environment. (In a sense, cascading systems 

are using an entropy "free" energy resource ••• as is also the 

case when solar, wind and hydro resources are utilized.) 

2. The degree of concentration of pollution is p.:reatly 

reduced. Ideally, the objective of resource management shotild 

be to keep ce.scad1ne; resources until their final deposit in 

the environment is at a quality undifferentiable from that 

of the environmental "sink" (i.e., if normal atmospheric 

tempere.ture is 80r F, the final deposit of cascaded resources 

should be of a quality that closely approaches 80"F). How-

ever, since entropy increase directly increases the tempera-

ture (Ti:.) of the environment (which in turn decreases pro-

cess efficiencies}y only the systematic minimization of en-

tropy in all stages of resource utilization processes can 

insure the long-term effectiveness of the environmental 

"worli;:-produci11g-rnachine" the.t supports life on Earth. Fur-

ther, the number of stages in all processes must be minimiz-

ed in order to avoid the adverse multiplier effects of series 

processes. 

The concepts of Total Energy technology are well devel-

oped~ having been demonstra.ted in the initial development of 

the Tennessee Valley Authority .. The TVA succeeded in estab-

lishing e.. highly integrated system which responded to a com-

prehensive set of socio-economic- environmental needs of an 
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underdeveloped region. 

Oal{ Ridge National Laboratories in recent years has 

developed a series of detailed studies proposing the use of 

multipurpose energy resource systems for various power-

industrial-agricultural-urban applications. Recognizing that 

demand for larp;e amounts of electric power is unavoidable in 

concentrated urban-industrial environments, the Oak Ride;e 

proposals coll for coordinating a wide variety of energy-

using functions in a manner which optimizes the ttcascade" 

potentiql of power plant thermal effluent. Figure 12 is a. 

schematic illustration of the functional interrelationships 

of such systems. The spntial configuration and user mix of 

any particule.r system requ:'J.res a highly cooperative type of 

p1anninp; and operation,67 which in itself is conducive to 

transition to a steady-state world system. Potential appli-

cations (all of which are presently technically and economi-

cally feasible) include:6B 

1. electricity production, coal gasification, and port-

able fuels such as hydrocen. 

2. steam heat and/or hot water for process heat (such 

as in tho production of ammonia Rnd methanol). 

3. steam heat and/or hot water for space heating, hum-

idity control and air conditioning. 

4 steam heat and/or hot water for surface heating, such 

s.s a11~po~ct runways, roadwrws, sidewalks, airport fog dis-

persal Dcnd ice-free port facilities. 
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5. hydro cracking of heavy oils, production of syn-

thesis gas by steam cracking methane. 

6. production of acetylene, ethylene and propylene by 

era.eking naphtha. 

7. direct iron ore &nd aluminum reduction. 

8. desalting of sea water for municipal, industrial and 

agricultural uses. 

9. recovery of by-products from desalting to support 

industries producing fertilizers and chemicals. 

10. thermal aqua.culture, warm sprays for frost protec-

tion of orchards and crops; warm water irrigation and humid-

ity control in desert areas • 

. 11 green house heating, cooling, humidity control and 

irrigation for both plants and s.nimals. 

12. desBcltin~ liquid sewage, thermal stimulaion of bio-

logtcB.l activity of micro-organisms in sewage . • • thus in-

creasing the capacity and efficiency of the sewage treat-

ment process. 

13. groundwater 1aqu1fer recharge and surface water 

ioteratl on. 

14. production of autotrop1c micro-organisms (alp;ae) for 

prot0ln in nreas having a sco.rci ty of water and arable land. 

15. p:i:·oduction of pulp nnd ra.yon from grain wastes. 

16. productlon of PVC plastics and chlorinated hydro-

carbons from petroleum stocks. 
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The technology of a particular culture is directly re~ 

lated to its use of energy resources ••• to the degree that 

cultures can be characterized as high, intermediate•, or low 

energy societies. This relationship is readily detected in 

settlement systems; where function, density, a.nd size char-

acteristics of a settlement are dependent on the quality, 

quantity, and aYailability of energy resources. Figure 13 
is a matrix showing the interrelationships between settle-

ment characteristics and primary energy resource character-

istics, The symbols (+,0,-) indicate in a relative manner 

the positiYc, neutral, or negative advantage of using a 

particular energy source as a primary means of serving a 

particular type of settlement. (Similar matrix constructions 

can be developed for more specific features of a settlement 

complex). Analysis of the matrix will lead to the conclusion 

that large, high density settlements having sophisticated 

technical features will need large scale, high qua.li ty 

energy systems (such as fusion). Small scale, low density 

settlements using alternative technologies, however, should 

use low cost, low entropy systems such as solar and wind 

ener~y. The intermediate scale settlements have a greater 

rnnge of choice amonr.; the energy options, but have less 

ability to effectively use the ecologically optimal solar 

and wind options or the high quality fusion systems. 

Figure 9, shown earlier, represented the concept of an 
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ecologically optimal biotechnic village which can be readily 

established in virtually any locality world-wide. However, 

it is recoe;nized that much of the world's population pre-

sently lives in large, highly entropic, urban regions; and 

that demographic reduction of such areas faces enormous in-

ertia. The Totnl Energy concept can be particularly useful 

in dealing with current urban problems in a manner that is 

compatible with the transition needs of the steady-state 

world system& Figure 14 is a schematic representation of the 

siting concepts associated l'Ti th the large scale Total Energy 

systems needed to support urban regions. The basic concepts 

are those of British "Greenbelt" regional planning theory; 

i.e., a concentric ring of open space defines and protects 

the high density metropolitan center. On the transportation 

corridor leading to another metropolitan area there is a 

satellite Total Energy complex supporting: 

1.. the energy needs of this sector of the metropolitan 

region (electricity, thermal, hydrogen, methane). 

2. the purification of waste water and makeup water. 

3. the supply of process heat to industry and agricul-

ture. (The satellite is assumed to require close proximity 

to its major heat demand centers in order to effectively 

maintain the quality of the steam and hot water.69) 

4. the recycling of resources from urban, industrial 

and agricultural wastes 
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F~C"equently, two or more major functions must compete 

for scarce sites. Where conventional practice allocates 

a site to one land-use function (zoning), the Total Energy 

concept requires the integration of as many functions as 

possible into a comprehensive system allowing maximum util-

ization of all resources, includlng land. 

c. Decision Tree Analysis for Wind Ener~y Systems 

Wind enerp;y technology has long been established as a 

major e;.1ergy source. It is knm·m to have existed in ancient 

Persia and China,71 it was highly developed in 17th Century 

Holland; and until the advent of the Rural Electrification 

Adm1nlstration. ln the 1930' s, it provided power for thou-

sands of farms throughout the United States. In 1950, some 

50,000 windmills on Midwest farms produced 1.4 billion h.p. 

of work ( equ.i vo.lent to 11. 8 million tons of coal). 72 Com-

rnercial scale capacity was demonstrated in 1941, when a 

1250 KH wj_nd power plant was placed in operation near Rut-
73 land, Vermont. Wind energy is of vi te.l importance in 

biotecl1nolo,sy due to its availability, technical simplicity, 

low cost, and entropy m:lnimizinr; environmental impact. 

Figure 15 represents a Decision Tree Analysis for alter-

native wind energy system designs. The percentages refer to 

approximate conversion efflciencies.74 As illustrated, wind 

energy can support a much greater range of intermediate 
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enerr;y technology and final use than is generally recog-

nized. Its main drawbacks are: wlnd reliability,' energy 

storage 9 end relatively small scale operating potential. 

Figure 15~ however, shows that technological options are 

available which overcome these lirn:ltations, but at a cost 

in terms of effective use of thermodynamic potential and in 

terms of the cost of additional technical components (which 

are usually more expensive than the basic wind conversion 

components). Figure 16 provides reference to the relative 

me~it of alternative designs in terms of utilization of 

thermodyna.mic potential. As noted above, introduction of 

additional storage and regenerflt1on elements provides im-

portant flexibility ••• but a.ta significant additional 

cost. 

As demonstrated in Figures 15 and 16: 

1. Wind energy technology hns great potential, part-

icularly for biotechnic communities. 

2. Trade-offs must be considered between system sophist-

ication Hnd efficient use of thermodynamic potential. 

3. Decision Tree Analysis is an effective method for 

compare.ti ve evaluation of relatively simple, essentially 

linear ener~y systems. The procedure can be accomplished 

manually and requires little sophisticated training ... and 

as such is suitable for the type of "self-help" methods used 

by biotechnic communities. The procedure can be easily ex-
tended to include economic and probability analysis. 
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D. La.ser-Fuston Total Ener~y System Simulation 

As demonstrated in Figure 13, large scale, high density 

urban a.nd industrial complexes will require a similar type 

of energy supply. The solar, wind, geothermal and hydro 

options can each contribute to the energy needs of such 

complexes, but only in a supplementary manner. The limita-

tions of fossil fuel and nuclear fission options are well 

recogn'izcd. 7 5 

Controlled thermonuclear fusion technology (hereafter 

rcfered to o.s fusion) appears, after some 25 years of in-

tensive research, to be on the verge of demonstrating tech-

nical and economic feasibility.76 Fusion technolo~y has the 

following adva.ntages over fossil and fission options: 77 

1. Essentially inexha.usti ble, low cost fuel reserves 

(deuterium from oceans) re~dily accessible world-wide. 

2. No combustion products released to the atmosphere; 

negl~.gi ble rs.di oacti ve waste production. 78 

3. Inherent reactor safety (reactions are 6n a micro 

scale); no afterheat problems. 

L~.. Minima.l biological haza.rd in event of a natural 

dtsaster, aircraft accident, or sabotage. 

5. Negligtble da.nger of di version of weapons grade 

mate:-d.al for asocial purposes. 

6. High efficiency thermal cycles, causinp; less thermal 

impact in the environment. (However, there is still suff1-
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c1ently large production of ther~al effluent so as to re-

quire Total Energy cascading. ) 

7. Abil1. ty to use magneto-hydro-dynamic conversion 

technology (allowing lower plant construction cost and 
80,81 operating costs due to design simplicity). 

8. Potential of laser-driven or electron-beam fusion 

devices capable of a wide range in power system size and 

application (including mobile terrestial, sea, and space 

systems). 

Since '.l.972 a series of research successes (which have 

significantly reduced le.ser energy requirements) has greatly 

increased the prospect of laser-induced fusion reactors for 
82 the near future. The simulation example that follows 

assumes laser-fusion to be more feasible than its chief 
83.1 84 competitor, magnetice.lly-confined fusion. 

Possibly the most unique and important 'feature of 

fusion technology is a proven concept known as Fusion Torch. 

The Fusion Torch converts the kinetic energy of a fusion 

plasma. into various forms of electromagnetic radiation 

which can be used to vaporize, dissociate, and ionize 

wastes. Waste products would be converted back to elemental 

form; thus simultaneously eliminating the problem of dis-

posal of waste products while providing a supply of basic 

rnw materials. 85 Among the unique advantages of the Fusion 

Torch are: 
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a. ability to transmutate large volume of exceeding-

ly dangerous reaction products of fission reactorss 86 such 

as Sr-90, Cs-137, and I-129: can also transmute plutonium 

to non-weapons B:ro.de material. 

b. e.blli ty to fully separate out medically danger-

ous clements from urban-industrial-agricultural wastes dur-

ing recyclin~ process. 

c. ability to replenish elemental, high demand prod-

ucts: t~lpically, an urban/industrial refuse feed rate of 

2000 lbs/hr through a Fusion Torch would yield the following 

distribution of elemental resources1 oxygen (880 lbs/hr): 87 

carbon (660 lbs/hr); iron (132 lbs/hr); hydrogen (96 lbs/hr); 

silicon (92 lbs/hr); aluminum (62 lbs/hr); copper (28 lbs/hr) 

sodium ( 1~- lbs/hr); magnesium ( 5 lbs/hr); and other elements 

(31 lbs/hr). Additionally, the coolant fluid for the Fusion 

Torch is capable of generating electricity at 50% efficiency. 

d. simpl:l.cj_ty of recycle process ••. all materials are 

reduced to elemental form. Further, the recycling process i~ 

herently provides pure (actually super pure) materials cap-

able of satisfying the stringent requirements of semi-con~ 

ductors and super-conductors.BB 

e. ability to exp8nd on existing plasma j~t technologies, 

such as chemlcal synthesis~ welding, fusing, cooling, spray-

ing, cuttin~ and reduction and separation processes. 89 

f. ability to apply ultra-high ~adiation heating (UV or 
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X-ray) to large bodies of fluids in processes such as water 

supply purification, desalination.of sea water or sewage, 

sterilization of food products, large volume synthesis of 

simple food chains (p:r.oteins), and production of hydrogen 
90 fuels. 

Fusion Torch is clearly a vital technology wherever a 

high-energy culture is being maintained. Fusion Torch is 

also compatible with the goals of the steady-state world 

system. In terms of elemental resource recovery Fusion 

Torch closely approximates a closed materials cycle and re-

duces environmental impact. It is not, however~ free from 

the stipul2l,tions of the Second Law. For each transformation 

process the original potential of the resources is reduced 

by the friction factori Tc/TK (though this ratio is quite 

small in ths ultra-high temperature Fusion Torch). In spite 

of its important advantages (particularly the neutralization 

of deadly wsstes), the Fusion Torch generates a very large 

amount of thermal waste .. Thus, Fusion Torch ( and fusion 

technology generally) is vital to the process of adjusting 

present high energy, high entropy industrial culture to 

conditions conducive to establishment of a steady-state 

world system; but lilrn all dynamic functions - - cultural 

and technlcnl-- it must be designed and applied in strict 

accordance with the entropy minimizing character of Total 

Energy Systems. 
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Figure 17 is a functional flow diagram for a laser-

fusion Total Energy System illustrating the ultimate range 

of "cascading" potential and resource hn:ndling flexibility. 

The lines represent the flow of thermodynamic potential. 

Each sector of the system will be described briefly in terms 

of its functional flows of potential and then related to its 

associated Systems Dyna.mies model. The DYNAMO computer model 
91 listing is shown in Appendix c. 

The laser system (Figure 17) receives electrical input 

which it uses to drive a lasing device producing photon pulses 

which are "shot" at a deterium-tritium (D-T) 'pellet being 

dropped simultaneously into the fusion reactor cavity. The 

fusion reaction generates high energy neutrons, X-rays and 

alpha particles which are capable of transferin~ their en-

erp:,y for useful purposes in a variety of ways1 

1. as neutron and/or X-ray radiation for various re-

search and industrial a.ppllcations (similar in application 

to Fusion Torch except the latter uses the plasma as the 

radiation heat source), such as treatment of bulk fluids. 

2. as a plasma (an ionized gs.s) directly converting 

kinetic energy into electricity in a magneto-hydro-dynamic 

(MHD) engine. 

J. as a plasma provid1nc radiation heat to solid refuse 

resources or bulk fluids in various processes which produce 

useful resources in elemental or rrpurified" forms. 
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4. as thermal energy d~1ivered from the reactor "blanket" 

to a heat exchanger. 

Each of these conversion devices requires a cooling cy-

cle (which will usually be something other than water; sod~ 

ium, for example). These cycles remove thermal "friction" 

generated with each conversion process. The "hot" side of 

the cooling cycle delivers thermal energy to the steam gen-

erator (including heat from the incinerator, which is being 

fed organic wastos). The steam generator in turn drives a 

steam turbine system (the functional blocks, such as the 

one for the turbine, are composite representations of complex 

multi-component subsystems). The turbine drives a generator 

producing electricity for1 (a) external user demand, (b) the 

le.ser system, and (c) various auxiliary elements, such as 

coolcint pumps. The turbine cnn also be bled for various qual-

tty steam processes. The systems condensers pull heat from 

the 11 hot" side of the cooling loops; this removed heat is 

then ncoscaded" down through a hierarchy of decreasing qual-

1 ty therm:;i.l energy demands, such ns hot water, warm water, 

and ul t1mn.t:e1y FtS cool wn.ter for various urbsm- industrinl-

agricultural uses. Each stage or "thermal reservoir" receives 

input from1 (n) thermal degradntion of the next higher reser-

voir, (b) removed heat from condensers, and/or (c) some per-

centage of return from using functions (recycling). Ultimate-

ly, the thermal effluent is degraded to the base temperature 

of the system environment ... at which time it is available 
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as a coolant resource for recycle back through the Total 

Energ;y System. 

Since there are unavoidable losses in the system (evap-

oration, for example), there will usually be a need for 

umake-up" ·water resources from some external source, such as 

a lake or river. The effectiveness of the Total Energy Sys-

tem (assuming it satisfies demands as a constant function) 

is to e. large degree reflected in how much "make-up" re-

sources it consumes. (Specifically, the "ma1rn-up" or -AN 
tends to neutralize the entropy build-up lJ. S in the systems 

internal environment. The optimal steady-state ls obtained 

when the rela.tion1 -L.\N = .6..S :::: Minimum Value, is time in-

dependent.) 

Figure 18 is the Systems Dynamics model for the Total 

Energ~r Systems descrlbed above. Each element in the func-

tional flow di::.igram (Figure 17) is represented as a combina-

tion of three model functions: 

1. a level function (Cl symbol, such as neutron potent-

ial NEUTRN. K). i·rhich represents the current thermodynamic 

potenti8.l (quality level) of a particular element in the 

Total Enere:y System (reactor pov.rer level FUSION. K, as another 

exsmple). In the simulation these levels are determined by 

intep;ratj.on of associa.ted lnput rmd output flow rstes (i.e., . . 

differential equations). The arithmetic difference between 

the integration results for these differential equations for 

some standard time interval determines the positive or nega-
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tive chanv,e in the vnlue of the levels (i.e., the current 

ti>a-modynamic potentlal of the system). 

2. input flow rates ( [>C-J symbol, such as neutron sup-

ply NEUT. KL ft for ex2.mple). Input is a growth or positive 

feedback mechanism influencing a level. The input rates, 

however, m'.'e determined in turn by earlier values of some 

~iet of system levels which now a.re being determined by the 

flow rates .•• thus illustrating the circular nature of dy-

namic feedbacl{ loops. 

3. output flow rates ( j)O symbol, neutron demand 

NEUTD. KL, for example). Output rates are mathematically id-

entic8l to input rates except that they are negative feed-

back mechanisms (Le., decay or equilibrium seek1np: func-

tions). 

Evi:;n in the simpl:lfied model beinp; discussed, the rate 

and 1eYe1. relationships become complex; the reactor power 

level FUSION.K, for example is determined by three input and 

three output rates. Such complexity justifies the use of 

computer slmulation; indeed, it is unlikely that Total Energy 

Systems can be effectively analyzed without using computer 

simulation techniques. 

As stated earlier, the Systems Dynamic model is con-

structed so ns to directly reflect the functional flow model 

of the system being studied. Each Systems Dynamics model 

bloc1~ symbol in turn defines an associated DYNAMO simulation 
92 model equation. (Appendix C). 
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The 1e.ser-fusion Total Energy System simulation model 

(Figure 18) illustrates the basic application of the thermo-

dynamic analysis procedure discussed in section A of .this 

chapter. Recalling the relation: Utilization (y) equals 

Utility (Y) times Optimal Potential (A""). Or: 

if the flow rate directly 
involves waste heat ( Q;.) 
utilization 

if the flow rate does not 
directly involve waste heat 
utilization; Y bein~ equal 
to a non-thermal efficiency 

XA is defined as a flow transfer factor reflecting mult-

iple output routes from a particular level. Y.A. and X). are 

dimensionless, while y. , W"t' Q·, and Aj, all have uni ts of A , /.. 

energy density (BTU's/lb, for example: though arbitrarily 
~.........__,.'"':! 

desi.gnated "q" in the simulation model). The "cloud" ~ 

symbols a.re external sources (supply of resources) or sinks 

(user demand for resources). Since the environmental "sink" 

is internal to the model, the efficiency of the system is 

reflected in the build-up of entropy. In order for the sys-

tern to continue functioning, entropy build-up must be neut-

ralj_zed by the input of resources from external reserves 

(sourcesL such e.s MAKEUP.I\ (Le .• cold makeup water tends 

to "neutralize" the thermal or entropic build-up in the 

system 1 s emri ronmental sink, which in turn must provide an 

effectively low temperature (Tc) in order for the system to 

be able to continue to do work effectively. 
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Optimization of the Total Energy System is accomplish-

ed bys 

MAXIMIZING1 L.. y. = .:=...::...At • 
.L Ar;. 

= I ( Wu_. .;. Q& ) 
.!: A,_, 

"' 
As emphasized earlier, maximizing Utility (Y1Es) is equiva-

lent to minimizing entropy; which in turn conserves thermo-

dynamic potential and, therefore, contributesto the est-

ablishment of steady-state conditions locally and glob-

ally. A fully developed optimization model would use negative 

feedback loops reflecting minimization of entropy policies 

(as demonstrated in the World Dynamics model). If the maxi-

mum value of Yns solution also satisfies the time independ-

ent condition: -..6N ; ~s = minimum value, then an optimal 

steady-state solution has been achieved. 

E. Application of Total Energy Systems Simulation Methods 

The objective of any Total Energy Systems analysis is 

the identification of a functional configuration whicha 

1. satisfies cultural requirements for technology. 

2. minimizes entropy production in providing tech-

nological solutions. 

Figure 19 illustrates the basic concept of Total Energy 

System design. Each satellite function has input-output 

relationships with every othar function (either directly 
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Figure 18. Lasor- - Fusion Total Energy System Flow 
Dia.gram :tor Systems Dynamics Simulation 
Model• (See legend on page 101) 
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ELECIN.KL = electrical energy input to laser system 
LASER.K = laser system power level 
LAS OUT. I\L = laser 1gn1 t1on energy for fusion reactor 

LCOOL.KL ::: 
LHEAT.KL = 
LCOND. K ::: 
LCONDC.KL 
LCONDH.KL 

= 
= 

laser 
n 
II 

" II 

system coolant (cold side) 
II II hot II 

II condenser thermal capacity level 
condenser coolant (cold side) 

" II hot II 

DTFUEL.KL = dcu·i;cr1um-tritlum fuel supply for fusion reactor 
FCOOL.KL - reactor coolant (cold side) 
FUSION.K ::.: reactor power level 
THERM.KL ::: reactor coolant (hot side) 

NEU'r. KL = noutron/X-ray production rate 
NEUTRN.K - u " energy level 
NEUTD.KL = 11 " demand from external users 

PLASH.A.KL = plasma exhaust rate from fusion reactor 
DCOOL.KL - direct conversion systoru coolant (cold s1de) 
DIRECT.K = " 11 " energy level 

DELEC. KL = plo.sma supply to m-ID device 
DHCOOL.KL = .MHD clcvico coolant (cold side) 
HHD. K = 11 " pm-10r lcvol 
DELECD. I\L :::: J.1HD olectr~Lc1 ty demand from external users 
MCOOL. KL = HI-ID do-'11ce coolsmt (hot side) 

REFUSE.KL::: :ccfuse.supply from external sources 
REFUSE.K :;: u " level 
RFEED.KL :;:: refuse feed rate to Fusion Torch 

FTORCH.KL = plasma supply to Fusion Torch 
DTCOOL.KL ::: Fusion Torch coolant (cold side) 
FUSTOR.K - Fusion Torch energy level 
'I'COOL. KL :::: " " coolant (hot side) 

NATPRD. KL :::: p1"'ocluctlon of ro-:procc3sed materials from Fusion 
To:.rch 

PROHAT.K = Fusion Torch rc-p:rocessod materials supply level 
f'lATDf11D. KL ::::: oxtornal domr.:;.nd fo'I' re-processed materials 

DHEAT.KL = direct conversion system coolant (hot side) 

Figure 18. (cont.) 
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WA3~L'3S. KL :::: oJ;:tcrno..l supply of waates to incinerator 
INCIN.K :;::; 1ncincra.to:r onorgy level 
INCINH. I\L -- incinerator heat supply to steam generator 

SGCOOL.KL 
~3TEJU1. K -
GTJ:'.:AIIS, KL 
'l1UHBIN. K ::: 

= 
:;:: 

steam generator coolant (cold side) 
" " energy level 

stonm supply to turbine system 
turbine systom power level 

SELEG.KL 
>:::POWER. K 

:;:: 

= 
mocho.n1cal energy supplied to el0ctr1oa.l dynamo 
oloctricnl dynamo poi:10r level 

ELECD.KL :;;: 

ELECA.KL :;;: 

STPROC.KL :;:: 

PS ~~E/\.Il. I-;: -
STEAHD.KL ~ 

cloctTicity demand from external users 
electrical domand from internal auxiliaries 

process steam supply rE1.to 
II II II lo vol 
" II demand from ox~.;ornal users 

STEXH. E:L :;::: 10~1 qunli 'Gy stonm oxhaustod to condenser 
CO!'JDC\'! ;.:;: co;.;.dcnooJ:' cool:lng t·mtcr (cold side) 
co:m. K :::: con.dens or 'cho:cmal cD.pD.ci ty lovol 
HOTvJIL I~L 2 oondcn;::;or cool1l15 water (hot side) 

PSTCR. I{L = process· stccm condonsc:co return 
HOT. K ::::: ho-;; i;a'coJ.~ roocrvoir thcrIJ.a.l capaoi ty level 

HOTS.KL :;;: hot uo:i.~or 3Upply rate 
:·IOTSUP.K = II H ti co.pabllity 
EOTD.KL :;;:: ~· II domo.nc1 from oxtcrnnl users 

== wet.:-i.~m 11a:.:;o::c· return from hot vmtor usors W/\Ei:rn. K.G 
Wl\EHP. KL ~ " 11 production from therme.l degradation 

in hot ~ator rosorvoir 
WAB.N.K :;;: warm l·JD.'cor reservoir thormal capac1 ty level 

WAmlS.KL ::: warm water supply rc~to 
WARI1W. K :::: " 11 11 capo.b111ty 
WAffrID. KL = n " demand from oxtornal users 

COOLR. KL ::: cool water :.."ctu.rn from wa1"m 1·mtor uaors 
COOLP. KL = " ~ 1 production from thermal degradation 

in Narm iW.to1., roscrvoir 
COLD. KL := cold we.tor 1"'0-Cm:n f1"0Dl cool water users 
HL'.,XEUP. KL ::.:: cold water mo.lrnup from oxtornal sources 
COOL.K = cool wator reservoir thermal capacity level 

COOLS. ICL ::: 
COOLW.K = 
COOLD.KL = 

cool water supply :t"ato 
" rr H capability 
" " demand from external users 

Figure 18. (cont.) 
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Qi = Y2A2 - Y3A2 = excess heat recovered from laser system 

Q2 = Y1A1 + Y3A2 - Y4A3 - Y6A4 = " 11 11 " fusion reactor 

Q3 = Q6 + Q7 = excess heat recovered from direct conversion 

Q4 = 1!7A9 + Q2 •I' Q3 = " rr " " steam generator 

Q5 = (XS - 1) w6 ~· X5Q4 = " " " ft oondonser 

Q6 = (1 - Y7)X1Y6A4 = excess heat recovered from MHD device 

Q7 = (1 - Y11)(X2Y6A4 + Y10A5) = " " ft " Fusion Torch 

X1 c proportion of fusion plasma energy directed to MHD 

x2 = " ff ff II " II Fusion .·Torch 

x3 = proportion of steam-turbine energy directed to dynamo 

" ff 

" " II 

" 
ti 

II 

" 
" process steam 

rr condenser 

X6 = proportion of process steam demand returned to HOT.K 
fl 11 hot water n ff " WARM.K 
If tr warm II " ft " COOL.K 

" " cool " It rr If ti 

w1 = coolant pump work 

Y1 ~ cff1c1oncy of utilization of thermodynamic potential 

Ai := optimum/ideal thermodyno.m1c potential or sva1lab111ty 

Figure 18. (cont.) 
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or indirectly via the ccnt~al energy complex). Actual deter-

mination of a particular system design is a complex process 

dependent on such variables asa costs of material, labor 

and alternative energy sources; location, climate, site 

restrictions; user requirements; and interface with exist-

ing or planned facilities of a comparable nature. The 

following is a general procedure which allows systematic 

development of design data which can be tested in a Total 

Energy System simulation model (the laser-fusion model will 

be used for illustrative purposes) a 

1. Assess resource input sectors (in terms of 24 hour 

distributions for typical operating days of the year) a 

a. determine fusion reactor fuel requir~ments. 

b. determine probable supply rate and quality dist-

ributions for solid refuse input to the Fusion Torch. 

c. determine probable supply rate and quality d1st-

r1 butions fo~ organic refuse input to the incinerator. 

d. determine potential makeup water rate d1str1-

buti ons. 

o. determine other resource inputs (if any). 

2. Assess user demand patterns (for 24 hour distri-

butions for typical days) a 

a. determine demand for neutron and X-ray energy. 

b. " 
c. II 

d. " 

II 

II 

tr 

solid waste processing. 

organic 11 

electricity 

II 
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o. determine demand for process steam. 

f. fl II n hot water 

g. fl ff " warm II 

h. " " " cool " 
3. Assess quali tat1 ve energy requirements for user 

d~mand: 

a. determine high quality requirements (in excess 

of 1000° C). 

b. determine intermediate quality energy require-

ments (bet·Noon 100°C and 1000"C). 

c. determine low quality energy requirements (less 

than 100°c). 

4. Assess preliminary Total Energy System designs 

a. size prime quality components (fusion reactor, 

I1HD.dev1ce, Fuoion Torch~ lasorsystem, and steam generator) 

to meet high quality energy demands. 

b. arrn.ngc intormodiate quality demand functions 

(process stoDJn, hot wato:;:-) so as to best utilize highest 

quali t;:r "ce.scs.de 1r potential. 

c. if all 1ntormod1a:co quality demand cannot be 

satisfied, increase "prime" component capacities such that 

intermediate quality dom::::.nd is just satisfied. Size inter-

mediate components (hot water resorvo11') acco:rding to this 

11 cascac10 1r rolat1onsh1p. 

d. arran5c low quality demands (warm water, cool 

water) so as to best utilize the "cascaden potential from 
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the intermediate levels. 

e. if low quality demands are not satisfied1 

(1) use auxiliary low cost sources such as solar 

energy to meet excess needs. 

(2) use me.keup resources (such as cold water) if 

an equivalent amount of comparable resources can be returned 

-to the external source (river, lake). 

(J) require increase in prime and intermediate 

component capacities only when requirements cannot be met 

by (1) and (2). 

f. size low quality component capacities (warm water 

and cool water reservoirs). 

5. Use simulation model to test dynamic operation of 

the Total Energy System in terms of effective use of thermo-

dynamic potential. Determine sensitivity of the system tor 

a. canges in demand rates on hourly, di urna.l, weekly, 

and seasonal bases. 

b. changes in demand quality, Le., 1s high quality 

demand of such magnitude that there is insufficient demand 

potential for effective utilization of the system's cascade 

potential? 

c. spatial factors such as length of run or eleva-

tion (hydrostatic pressure). 

d. alternative resource supply rates and types 

e. stocastic events such as component breakdowns, 

adverse weather, etc. 
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f. "non-energy" constraints (legal, environmental, 

political, etc.). 

6. Assess system economic feas1b111tya 

a. determine capital costs of the Total Energy System. 

b. II operating " n ti II " 
c. " value of service provided to the de-

mand sectors. 

7. Iterate analysis procedure using the Principle of 

M1n1m1zat1on of Entropy until an acceptable solution is 

obtained. Options that do not allow effective utilization 

of thermodynsmic potential (either directly or indirectly 

via cascading} should be carefully investigated for basic 

functional invalidity. 

It 

It is again emphasized that Total Energy System plan-

ning, design and operation inherently requires a highly 

cooperative behavior on the part of all participants. An 

increased cooperative attitude by all members of a socio-

technical system, in turn, generates still more effective 

entropy minimizing practices. Thus a closed loop is formed 

which is capable of rapidly converging on optimal steady-

state policies. (This closure phenomenon, interestingly, 

is also found in non-equilibrium thermodynamics as the 

"limit cyclcrr). 

In summarizing this chapter, it is recognized that 

many people are seriously questioning the roles of engineer-

ing, science and technology as major contributors to the 
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"Limits to Growth" crisis. The thrust of this study has 

been an attempt to understand the fundamental requirements 

of steady-state policy and to illustrate how the science of 

thermodynamics, the engineering concept of thermodynamic 

analysis, and the technological concept of the Total Energy 

System can contribute to the expeditious attainment of 

otimal steady-state conditions. The scicntist-engineer-

technologist (using minimization of entropy methods) shares 

equally with the social scientist-humanist (using methods 

emphasizing cooporat1vc behavior) the fundamental respon-

sibility for achievement of an optimal steady-state world 

system. 
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where: dQ~= 0 for reversible process 
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CHAPTER 5 

SUMMARY AND SUBJECT 

FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 

A. Summary 

The subjects of this study can be summarized by res-

ponding to Herman Daly's questions concernin~ steady-state 

policy criteria; specifically, Daly asked: 93 

1. At what levels should stocks of wealth and 
population be maintained constant? 

2. Whnt is the optimal l~nre1 of m81ntencmce 
throughput for 8. p.:t vcn level of stocks? 

J. What is the optim~l time horizon or account-
ing period over which population and wealth 
are required to be constant? 

4. What is the optimal rate of transition from 
the growth economy to the steady-state econ-
omy? 

5. What means are approprie.te for a.ttaining the 
the steady-state goals? 

In conslclerin@: responses to Daly's queries, it was 

neccssn::;:o;r to f:'!.r.st identify mankind's ultimate cultural 

responsibilities: 

1. Maximize the future horizon for humanity 

2. P:rovtdc a s::i.tisfectory quality-of-life for all of 

hume.nity. 

Using the First and Second Ln.ws of Thermodynamics in con-

junction with Einstein's relativistic mass-energy law, it 

was found thB.t the maximization of the future requires 

116 
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strict adherence to resource policies that minimize entropy 

in the global system. Ident1fy111p; a fundamental "reversible" 

relationship between the concept of thermodynamic equilibrium 

and the concept of the Golden Rule, it was found that pro-

vision of a. satisfactory quality-of-life for all menkind re-

quires adherence to cultural policies that minimize cult-

ural "friction" or cultural entropy. This physical-cultural 

relationship involving minimization of "friction" or entropy 

suggested the existence of a common natural law foundations 

The Goal of Maximum Sta.bill ty (i.e. , the perfectly efficient 

state characterized by the total absence of "friction" or 

entropy). It was recognized that the importance of this law 

(which is the most fundamental of all natural laws) is not 

simply its ideal~ unachlevable character, but rather its 

value as a perfect, unsmbiguous standard against which the 

consequences of any ree.l activity can rationally be deter-

mined. It was, therefore, concluded that the optimal steady-

state policy criteria Daly is seeking are: 

1. The .£'Ii!:1£J.J~!-e _of_ .~in)mizr:i.~iEB of .f.ntroN (when 1n-

vol ved with essentially physical phenomena in which the con-

cept of thermodynamic equilibrium cci.n be meaningfully used 

as the ideal ste.ndard for judging performance). 

2. J'l1e Prj.:Pc~ple .Qf Coo12erat).. ire Behayior (when involved 

with essentially culturRl phenomena in which the concept of 

the Golden Rule can be mcan:tngfully used as the ideal stand-

ard for judging performance). 
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These policy criteria can he unambiguously applied both at 

the individual (micro or local) level or at group/society 

(macro or global) level; however, micro level compliance 

with steady-state criteria is a pre-condition to the success-

ful achievement of macro level steady-state conditions. 

These criteria are presented as ecologically suitable alter-

natives to current decision criteria, such as the "Invisible 

Hand" or "Rational Selfishness". 

The Principle of Minimization of Entropy was embedded 

in Forrester's World Dynn.mics simulation model and found to 

provide steady-state world system responses that project the 

potential for nn infinitely distant future horizon for man-

kind as well as a satisf~ctory quality-of-life for all of 

mankind. The World Dynamtcs s:i.mulation method provides a 

powerful menas for providing more specific answers to Daly's 

first three questions concerning basic steady-state goals. 

The latter part of the study was devoted to determining 

responses to Daly's last two questions concerning steady-

sta.te transition requirements4 It was found that minimiza-

tion of entropy wa.s the defintng condition for any steady-

state system, including a world system; further, that macro 

or glob::i.l steady-state stab:l.ltty can result only as the 

culmination of the achie~vemcnt of steady-state conditions 

by subsystems-starting from the local or individual level •. 

Thus, in order to provide for global welfare priority must 

be given to first 1nsurin~ satisfaction of local welfare;i.e., 
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the privileged sectors of world society must immediately 

take steps to insure provision of a basic subsistence abili-

ty for all members of the world population. The practical 

means for this achievement are characterized as low entropy. 

methods - - which are, in fact, readily accessible world-

w·ide. These methods are "self-help" methods; their effect1 ve 

implementation, however, requires the initial aid of agencies 

skilled in the practice of steady-state technology, part-

icularly biotechnology. Such implementation requires the full 

support of the world's currently privileged classes, who,(if 

they are unsympathetic to altruistic motives) must come to 

comprehend that their m·m long-term interests (if not their 

more immediate welfare) rests on providing the earliest poss: 

ible global equity in terms of basic quality-of-life needs. 

Le.stly, it was recop;nlzed that appropriate technology 

must be identi.fied and developed to support optimal transi-

tion to the steady-state world system. The concepts of ther-

modynamic potential and thermodynamic analysis were related 

to the Principle of Minimization of Entropy and together 

were used to develop: 

1. A Decision Tree Analysis procedure for Biotechnic 

Energy Systems. 

2. A computer simulation procedure for more complex 

Total Enerp.::y Systems analysis. 

Such procedures provide practical means for determining 
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optimal solutions to the technical problems that have tended 

to magnify the "Limits to Growth" crisis. 

B. Subject for Further Research 

In closing LL~t_ts !..2 Qr9.!_1tl! ,, Meadows, obsP.r"Ted z 94 

( M~n) h8,S all that is physicB.1ly necessary 
to create a tota1ly new form of human soc-
iety - one that would be built to last for 
~enerations. The two missing ingredients 
c.re a realistic, lonp:-term goal that can 
guide mankind to the equilibrium society 
and the human will to e.chieve that goal. .. 
with that goal and that commitment, manldnd 
would be ready to begin a controlled, order-
ly transition from growth to global equilib-
r:lum. 

This study has analytically demonstrated optimal crit-

eria for acM.eving and mP.,intaining the steady-state world 

system. Further~ it has contributed technological concepts 

appropriate for transition to the steady-state. Yet, none 

of this work ( or similar wor1<: by many others) guarantees 

that man will, in fact, subscribe to the steady-state goal; 

or commit himself to the rational, low entropy-type policies 

steady-state achieYement requires. A common question toda.y 

isz "Is mankind evolving or dei:r,enerating? 0 Observations of 

human experience could affirm· eithea:-direction •. Th1S ambiguity 

is impl:tecl tn Mesclows' admonishment, as it has been 1mpl1ed 

throughout the development of mnn's fu11damental understand-

i:ng of the meaning of existence. It is perhaps most evident 

in the apparent paradox between the cosmic interpretation of 

the Second Law of Thermodynamics and the Theory of Evolu-
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In thermodynamics the second law is form-
ulated as the Carnot-Clausius principle. It 
appears essentially as the evolution law of 
contim1ous disorganization ... i.e., of 
disappearance of structure introduced by 
initial conditions. 

The extension of the thermodynamic concept of 
evolution to the world Rs a wholeD leads to 
the idea that "structure•r originated in 
some far distant "golden ae;e". Since then, 
chaos is progressively ta.king over. 

In biolo~y or in sociology, the idea of evol-
ution is, on the contrary, closely associated 
with an increase of orr;anization g-iving 
rise to the creation of more and more complex 
structures ••• (quoting) Bergson: 11 ••• duration 
means invention, creation of forms, continuous 
elaboration of wha.t is absolutely new. •t 

One aspect of the above par:::i.dox is that each P.osi ti on 

appears to totally exclude the other, causing a serious 

quandary, since these questions determine man's fundamental 

perception of tho meanin~ of life. Resolution of this 

paradox is essential to understanding the motivational re-

quirements for transition to a steady-state world system. 

(Einstein, for example, considered the Second Law as the 

most funde"mental 18.W of nature and the least likely to ever 

be invalidated. 97 Yet, the Second Law clearly has demoral-

izing undertones that seem incompatible with the positive 

outlook needed for commitment to the concept of a long-term, 

evolutionary future.) 

Clues to solving this paradox may have been recognized 

a century ar.;o by Herbert Spencer, who essentially integrated 
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tho Second Law interpretatlon (tendency towards un1formity) 

and the evolutionary intcrpretatlon (tendency towards elab-

oration) 1n a dunl relat1onsh1pa98 

••• grow·th consists of e.n incroaso in sub-
stance, ·while dcvclopmcmt consists of an 
increase in structure. Growth is usually 
manlfcstcd by a proliferation of structural 
clements a.lroo.dy proscnt, while development 
is ma:clrnd by the rise of now structural 
olcmonts. Growth, therefore, ls ossontially 
qu:::mti to.ti vo, while dcvolopmont is essent-
ially qual1tat1vc. Ono c8.n occur without 
the other, but •.• evolution, in the full 
sense of the term, comprehends both • 

••• o. duplex relation exists between growth 
e.nd structure . . . beyond a certain point there 
cc,nnot be furthor grm-rth without further 
ore;nnizntion •.• the only wuy in which a 
society cnn accommodato cont1nw:id gro-wth is 
by periodically elaborating 1ts structure ••• 

Since tho 1940 1 s Ilya Prigogine (who first derived the 

Thoorom of Minimum Entropy Production as the defining cond-

ition for a steady-state system) has followed a similar 

logic. In recent yoarsp ho and his associates have concen-

tratod on a thermodynamic theory which, while recognizing 

the supreme position of the Second Law 1n tho universe, 

allows evolutionary development or elaboration of structure 

"locally" (1.o., in any subspace/subsystem of th~ universe-
, 99 100 such as Ear-ch~. • 

In a mannor reminiscent of Boltzmann (whose cosmology 

defined all structure as tho consequence of fluctuat1ons) 101 , 

Prigoglno has extended Einstein's fluctuation formula such 

that it becomes a basic evolutionary mechanism. Of part-
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icular importance to tho cultural implications of a steady-

state world system are the following inferences in Pr1go-

gine's worka 

1. The more stable the world system, the greater the 

probability of a qualitative or evolutionary development 

1n human culturer 1.e., the closer a system approaches 

equilibrium, the greater tho number of degrees of freedom 

or opportunities for a successful or evolutionary fluct-

uation.102 

2. Evolution is characterized by increasing emphasis 

on the ability of the evolving systems to manage informa-

tion (1.e., regulation, storage, retrival and transmission) 

as a primary means of maintaining new and increasingly 

coherent regimcs.10J 

3. All evolutionary development is strictly dependent 

on the character of a single microscopic fluctuation. As a 

consequence, a single small-scale example is fully suffi-

cient to cause a macroscopic change in the entire cultural 

system to some nei;-.r evolutionary lovel. 104 This phenomenon 

suggests a vitally important answer to those people who de-

sire a steady-state world system, but who are presently in-

timidated by the overwhelming complexity of their lives. 

Whore individual/local complacency or intimidation presently 

alloirn gross degradation of the natural management ab111 ty 

inherent in humanity, 1nd1v1duals and small groups subscr1b-

ing to the pr1no1ples of entropy m1n1m1zat1on and cooperative 
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behavior can, in fact, set "self-help" examples (as opposed 

to relying on higher authorities) which will lead all of 

humanity into a low-entropy, non-materialistic steady-state 

world system which optimally supports cultural evolution. 

4. Evolution is not a continuous processr thresholds 

appear to be involved which tend to "frustrate" continuous 

gro·wth efforts. As a consequence, overall evolution appears 

as a cyclic process of (a) initial equilibrium, (b) evolu-

tionary fluctuation, (c) equilibrium seeking, (d) evolu-

tionary fluctuation, etc. This evolutionary "threshold" 

appears to be the basic mechanism involved .1n such modern 

physical phenomena as lasing, tunneling, and fusion plasmas. 

Erich Jantsch has advanced as equivalent interpretation 

for cultural phenomena.105 

5. An evolutionary fluctuation is always a highly non-

linear process characterized by some type of auto-catalytic 

e:ffect.106 

Pr1g1og1ne has identified the basic evolutionary 

fluctuation mechanism as the following catalytic or feed-

back function: 107 

wheres A = input activity 
B c output rr 

X, Y = intermediate it 

N = catalytic rr 

This problem 1s adaptable to tho methods of Systems Dynamics 

since the latter can readily simulate complex non-linear 

feedbsck systems. In this manner it may be possible to 



study positive (anabolic) evolutionary dynamics caused by 

fluctuations as well as negative (catabol1c) evolutionary 

dynamics manifested by the Second Law of Thermodynamics. 

Application of Systems Dynamics techniques to Prigogine's 

thermodynamic concepts will allow development of an 

"Evolutionary Dynamics" model that extends the analysis 

begun by Forrester's "World Dyna.mies" model. Such an 

extension will allow investigation of the basic forces 

shaping human perception of the future and thus the ability 

to be motivated towards the goals of a steady-state world 

system. 
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105. Erich Jantsch. "Organizing the Human Worlds An 
Evolutionary Outlook." Futures, Vol. 1, no. 1, Feb. 1974, 
pps. L~-7. 

106. Glansdorff and Prigoglne, 2.12• cit., p. 82. By 
autocatalytic Prigogine means that the 11 sa111e compound has 
to fulfill at least two different functions in the same 
reaction scheme." This concept, interestingly, is popular 
ln science and philosophy as a basic mechanism for describ-
ing the unity of existence; ex~mples includes the Bootstrap 
theory of modern physics (hadrons); Buddhist philosophy 
(pearls of Indra's necklace); Leibniz's monodology (monods); 
and General Systems Theory (holons). Richard Bellman's 
dynamic programming (invariance) is a pragmatic _example of 
the concept. 

107. Prigoglne (in Zeman), ..QI?• cit., p. 97. 

108. Glansdorff and Prigogine, ..<212• cit., p. xx11: "We 
must study 'molecular ecolo.P,:y' , analyse ·i:;he order in terms 
of population dynamics and compare it with the order in 
equilibrium systems." 

109. Erich Jan-l;sch (op. cit.) has made an initial 
effort at interpreting Prigogine' s concep'cs at the level 
of human cultural development. See also Erich Jantsch, 
Design .£.Q.! Evolution. Amsterdam1 Elsevier, 1974. 
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APPENDIX A 

THE GOLDEN RULE 

As Marcus Singer has observed1 110 

There is probably no principle which has 
been so widely accepted and remained so 
controversial. Nonetheless, the Golden Rule 
has been the subject of comparatively little 
philosophical discussion. 

The Golden Rule hAs been widely accepted, in 
word if not :ln deed, by vast numbers of 
greatly differing peoples; it is a basic 
device for moral education: and it can be 
found at the core of innumerable moral, 
religious, Rnd social codes. 

The GoJ.den Ruler in one version or another, 
has a prominent place in all the major reli-
gtons 71 1 1 :tt hr:-1s been enunciated by pagan 
philosophers both before and after Christ ••• 
by Sophists (I~9nrates) and anti-Sophists 
(Aristotle) ••• Ll2 

Thero nr'? no detectable hlstorical t:r.aces 
which could exple"i.n th:ts (universnlism), 
and the histor:i.cnl cUffnsi.on theory is 
worthless as an explanation here. The neFJ.r-
Js uni versrJl accept:snce of the Golden Rule 
and its promul~ation hy persons of consid-
erable intellip::ence,, though otherwise of 
diver~ent outlooks~ would therefore seem to 
provide some evidence for the claim that it 
is a fundamental ethical truth. 

The position taken in the main body of this study is 

that the Golden Rule is something more than a fundamental 

ethical truth. It ist in reality, the cultural manifestation 

of (and as such, helps identify) the most fundamental of 

natural la.i'IS: The Goal of Perfect Stability. In the physical 

realm the Golden Rule is paralleled by the concept of thermo-
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dynamic equilibrium (which is the ultimate goal of the 

Second Law of Thermodynamics). A similar interpretation 

is found in Thomas Hobbes' conclusions 11J 

The Golden Rule is the sum •.• of 
all the Laws of Nature 

It was further shown that the Golden Rule could be 

formally related to the concept of thermodynamic equilbrium 

bY their common dependency on the defining mechanism of 

"re'\rersi bili ty" (i.e. , perfect stability, perfect efficiency:, 

freedom from dynamic friction or entropy, or reciprocity). 

Minimization of "friction" or entropy was then determined 

to be the policy criterion that best complied with the die-

tates of netu:re'~ fund.nmental, stabilty seeking law. This 

finding was used to develop practical decision criteria. for 

achievement of optimal stability on Earth(specifically, the 

Principle of Minimization of Entropy, using thermodynamic 

equili briurn as e.n ideal standard, for essentially phys.ical 

problems; and the Principle of Cooperative Behavior, using 

the Golden Rule as an ideal standard, for essentially cult-

ura.l phenomena) • 

Paul Heiss has made an observation which has enormous 

importance with respect to the problem of determining exact-

ly what type, and in what manner, aid sould be given 

in order to assist the world's present underprivileged 

peoples in achieving the local stability that is required 

as a first step towards achievement of global steady-state 
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conditions. He suggests a corollary to the Golden Rule which 

he calls: 

The Maxim of Dynamic Tolera.ncez Do to others 
that which enables t,rem to do what they can 
(for themselves), 11'-I' 

.•• men require not merely the object of their 
desires but the satisfaction which ensues when 
they obt8.in the object through their own 
efforts. 115 · 

The Golden Rule is not a medium for reducing 
all men to the level of those whose lives 
are harmonious because they are relatively 
empty, but for lift1ng 6thern to the highest 
level man can reach. fl 

The above reasoning supports the position in the main body 

of this study that aid ~iven to the world's underprivileged 

must be designed and offered as "self-help" methods. Self-

help methods not only satisfy the ethical requirements 

identified by Heiss, they are also inherently the most ex-

pedient, most physically effective and least costly-~~ they 

a.re, fundD.menta.lly, the methods of the alternative/ appro-

priate technoloe;Jr required for establishment of an optimal 

steady-state world system. 

The Golden Rule, however, has a potential complication 

that is directly related to the problem of whether mankind 

can actually be relied upon to act morally ~., ~" or even in 

his personnl best interf!st. Singer describes this paradox 

as the need to distin~uish between a specific (biased or 

local) interpretation of the Golden Rule and a general (un-

biased or global) interpretation. This problem is inherent 
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in such difficult social issues as punishment (especially 

capital punishment), abortion, mercy deaths, and behavioral 

modification. 11 7 Currently dominant "Invisible Hand"-type 

ethical codes essentially avoid this issue of micro versus 

macro welfare by relying on a "survival-of-the-fittest" 

policy that has impoverished much of humanity. Present 

world conditions are such as to inhibit awareness by much 

of the world's population that readily accessible alter-

natives exist which offer rapid and conclusive relief from 

present modes of marginal survi v::i.l n.nd degrading life-styles. 

In order to mnke the first steps towards a steady-state 

sy3tem capable of supporting the evolution of human culture, 

it is necessary to come immediately to grips with these 

issues. 

Followlng the argument of the main body of this study, 

the paradox concerning specific versus general interpreta-

tion of the Golden Rule can be resolved by reco~nizing that 

the Golden Rule is an ideal standard, not a condition that 

has to be obtained (or even very closely approximated) in 

order to be useful. As in thermodynamics, all cultural act-

1 vi ties must generate some "friction"' or entropic expendi-

ture. The inest5 .. me.b1e Yalue of the Golden Rule is that it 

proYides a clear, comprehensible (it is known by virtually 

all men, and is practiced in some dep;ree by many), essent-

ially non-arbitrary standard for judgment of all cultural 

behavior. The practical decision crlterion mankind seeks is 
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the Principle of Cooper1;1.ti ve Behavior, which uses the Gold-

en Rule as a perfect standard against which to measure the 

appropriateness of actual behavior. 

As in the case of applying the Principle of Minimiza-

tion of Entropy with respect to physical problems, it is 

necessary to approach An apparent conflict of interest be-

tween an individual and society as an indicator of the ex-

istence of a more basic problem whlch must be tracked 

to its source, since problems are seldom, if ever, solved 

by dealing with their symptoms alone. There is no denying 

that, due to the inherent imperfection of existence -- in-

eluding man, judgments will be in some degree probabilis-

tic: 118 however. the spirit of cooperation and willingness 

to seek true understanding of problems can prevail by re-

ducing the "friction" creating mechanisms in society. 

As in the physical steady-state case, optimum cultural 

welfare requires a global stability that in turn must result 

as the culmination of "friction" minimizing stability at the 

individual level. Consequently, the best interest of the 

individual and society should not conflict; if they appear 

to, one or both parties have mis-defined their interests. 

In closing, as Paul Weiss observes:119 

The Golaen Rule is thus a principle which asks 
m0n to see one another as they are needed and 
used. Becmlse it is a principle which concerns 
sict:ions that nrc self-returning (reversible), 
it not only assures proper tre~tment to others 
but assures proper treatment for ourselves. He 
who truly serves others perfects himself. 
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110. !110.rc.us G. Sinsor. "Golden Rule" in Paul Edwards 
(ed.) En~YJ?J:22ocUa ()f Ph:l.loGophl, vol. 3, New York a Mac-
millan, 196'? • P• 365. 

111. P8.ul Weiss. "The Golden Rule" ln Mo.n's Freedom. 
Nel'T Ho.ven, Conni Yo.le University Pross, 1950~ P• "459. 
Various formulations of the apothegm includea 

a. Co:nfuc:luo ( 500 B. c.) 1 11 i'll1nt you do not like when 
don0 to you}.:-solf do no·;; do to others." Sincer, o~. cit. 
Th:'.l.s neec.t~Lvc fo:nuulo.tion is bolievod to be th0 first re-
corded s'cc.tcmcnt of tho Golden Rulo. Spooner, houovcr, 
notes tho.'i; Confucius v.lso expressed a pos1 ti ve f 011 m shapod 
o.s 11 r0c1p1~oc1 ty 11 01" "hoa1--t to hoc.rt 1' ·which he gave e. Ch1n-
ose charc:.c tor s~rmbol. W. A. Spoono1". rrcolde11 Rulon 1n 
.. Tames Hast:i.ngs (ed.) _:[;}c:vcioJ?,8.Cd5.Q pf flelie;J.212 v.nd Ethics. 
vol. 6, Nou Yorlca Chc.rles SC'.i."ibncJ." Sons, 196G, p. 311. 

b. Ch1"1st ( .Ma.t:the~·1 6-12) 1 "All thine;s who.tsoever ye 
i;·rould that; men should do unto you, do ye even so to thorn, 
for this lo the law and the prophets." also (Luke 6-Jl)a 
"And as 'Hould that; mon ohould do unto you, do ye also to 
them likenise~ 11 Spooner p .2.E• ill• 

c. Buddhas "Hurt not othe1,s with that which pe.1ns 
yourself." Forbes, OJ2• c~. t. 

d. Islo.m1 "No one of you is a bol1over until he loves 
for his brotho1, who.t he loves for himself." i bj.d. 

c. Juda:lcr:11 11 Wh:::tt 1s hur·cful to yourself do not ~o your 
f cllowmen. There is tho whole of the Torah. The remaining is 
but COillfilGl1'tCl.:i."Y. 11 i b~c1. 

f. H1nc1u1cnu "Do ncru.e;ht to others which, if' do11e to 
thee uould cause thee- pain." Weiss, ..2J2• cit. , p. 1J8. 

ES• Taoist: "To those i·1ho o.ro good to me I am good, and 
to those i:'lho 0,1~0 not good to m0 I run also good. And thus all 
c;et to be good. 11 ~.b1cl.. 

h. Zo~:·oo.strian a "'I'hat nature only is good which shall 
not clo unt;o another 'Hhcrcever is not good for its own self." 
ibid. 

1. B:cc,h.mana 11 0110 should act towa1"d others as one would 
have Jche3 net towards 011eself." Ib1d. 

1J8 
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112. o;mmple formulations include• 

a. Isocratcs1 "Do not do to others what you would not 
wish to suff e:r yoursolf. 11 Weiss, -2.:Q• c1 t. , or 11Do not do to 
others tha;c e.t 't'ih1ch you \'lould be unery if you suffered 1 t 
fTom others. 11 Spooner, .QE• c 1 t. , p. JU .• 

b. Aristotle (when e.sirnd how we should behave to our 
friends) r "Exactly e.s wo would they should behave to us." 
Aristides, Plato 9 and Epictetus stated similar formulations. 
J:..b:!.d.i also Tobio..s and Diogenes. Weiss, .212• cit. 

c. B.o.bbi Hillel1 "Whatever thou wouldest that men 
should not tlo unto thee, do not do that to them." ibid. 

d. TJ1_c_; D9oms of JS};ns; Alfre511 " ••• and that which ye 
will thc:i; other man should not do unto you, do ye not that 
to other roon." Also1 11Lot him :remember that he adjudge to 
no man that which he nould not 'cha~c ho adjudge to him, if 
he souc;ht judgement ngalst him." Spoone:c, 012. ill• 

0. moro J:ecent supporters of tho Golden Rule include 
Thomas Hobbco, Thow.a.s Aquinas, John Stuart Mill, and 
EmmS!""lUel Kant. Weiss, .212• _9it. 

113. Marcus G. Singer. "The Golden Rule". Journo-1' of 
J?h~lo.s,01212;;;:9 vol. J8, no. 146, Oct 196.J, p. 294. (from 
Hobpcs v Lovl~:i:i;ll:.'J-il: :. 

a. rrFor the Lawes of Ne:.;ure (as Justice, Equity, Modes-
ty, Norcy p cmd ( '.l..n stw1m0) doing to others, as woo would be 
done to ••• n 

b. Hobbos, uho used ·1;110 relati vcly rare pos1 ti ve form 
of 'che Golden Rulo, sto:cos h1o Gecond Lnu of Nature as fol-
lom~ i "This :ls thut Lm1 of the Goopell a Who.tsoovcr yo 
quire tho.t otl1eJ."S should do to you, that do ye to them." 

114. Holss, op. c,.t., p. 1l~2-Jz "All men uoe one e:moth-
cr ••• u:Juc:.llYo ho~10ve~m) do too much or too li·ctlc. The 
Golden Rulo offers a sea.lo enabling us . to balance the two. 
It is o. principle of ju:s"C1co des13nod to make one givo 
neither too much or too littlo: it is a guide to mercy, for 
1 t helps ono to soc i1ho.t o·i;hcr;s tJ."'uly deserve... the Golden 
Rulo adds tho elorucnt of consldo~ation for the individuality 
of the o1;hors spicing just1co with mercyo 11 ·'In this manner, 
then, the Golden Rule differs from its invcrsions,.such as 
the "Invisible Hand", in the sense of its meroy. 
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·11§. ibid. g pps. 142-41 "··· men do not desire or de-
serve whatothers provide, but d0sire and deserve in ways 
and with emphases which reflect their 1nd1v1dual nature. 
No man desires or d~sorvos unremitting help. He desires 
end deserves only as much help and considexation as he is 
e.ble and willing to use in the best possible way. And what 
he at once desires and deserves is good for him to have. 11 

This final point is intrinsic in Kant vs in'ce:rpretation of 
the Golden Rnle: "I ought nev0r to act except ln such a way 
that I ccm c.lso will that my maxim should become a un1ver-
s:::.l law." R. i'.1. Hare. Froodom c.nd RcfJ,son. Londona Oxford 
Uni versl ty Press, 1963 9 p. 3t1.:-Thlo :rcasonine; ls essent1al-
ly identico.1 to that which founds the Principle of Coopera-
tive Behavior as the policy criterion which optimally sat-
isfies the qua.11 ty-of-11fe needs for all of mo.nldnd. 

116. There ls a striking similarity between Weiss's 
ethical observation e,nd similar observations made in thermo-
dynamics by Ilyo. Px·1e;og1ne and ln biology by Herbert Spencer 
i.e., 11 tho 1nsto.bllity of the homogeneous.". Glansdorff and 
Pr1go~lnof .QE• cit., p. 287. 

This hypothesis is rcle,t0d to the issues of eirolut:lon and 
steady-state stability Vl8 Einstein's fluctuation theorys 
". • • the cxistonce of m2.:ny degrees of freedom in a (homo-
gonoous) moleculc,1"" system implies automaticelly the oxist-
cnco of f.luctuo.tions a thcrefo1""e g trn a:\'C really conce:ened 
u1th the :response of the systom to its spon'tanoous fluctua-
t1ons. 11 I. Pr:lgoglne in panel discussion following "Dynamic 
Foundations of Thermodyno.mics nnd Sta.tistical Mechanicsn in 
E.B. Stuo.rt;, op. c~.t., p. 295. 11 (0:x:porlm0nts in 1969) con-
firmed vn11di ty of E1nsteln 1 0 ( fluctua'cion) formula for non-
oqu11'.l.b:rium po.tte:ri'l3p o.t lonsJ.;i{1en well defined conditions 
on the :;:clo.::1-.:cri;ion t;1Bo3 a.re snt1sf1od. These conditions re-
f er to tho sopaJ."'o.tion of the time scales beti-1eon the fluot"'i> 
uuting s~7stcm e.nd the outside world. The time scales t>.ssoc-
iatcd 1·r:l th th0 fluct:uat1nc; system have to be much shorter 
than the time sco.les e.ssocintcd with the outside world, so 
tl1at the state of the outs1do 170rld me,y be considered as 
1ndcpoad.cnt of t.he 1ns'Ganta.neou:.:: state of the fluctuating 
systcra ( i·;b.ero g1 von boundary conditions maintain the non-
equil1 b:clum sta'i.:.:o of the fluctuating system}. 11 Glansdorff and 
P:r1cogino, .2}2• 9:1.~. , p8 97. 

Tho irri::c1 .... p;:eto.tj .. on that; is dro.Hn hero, is that stec.dy-state 
stc.bility ~.s es8on-tial ii.1 order to provide the opportunity 
for further evolution of the Ho:-cld system~ 1. e. , qua11 tat1 ve 
developmcn-i; of new s tructuro or 'chermody11amic po'cent1al ••• 
e.s opposed to que.nti ta.ti ve growth of existing structure. 
Conversely, failure to achieve steady-state stability allows 
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support: of only qunn·t;i to.ti .,,,e growth ••• ·which 1s merely the 
degradation of fo:rmer qualU:;y or thermodynamic potential. 
This is ·l;he crux of the 11 Lim1 ts to Grow'..;1111 cont::i."OVersy. The 
second reference is of further importance in demonstrating 
that Earth Eind all of its activity is essentially the ::result 
of a nK1croscopic fluctuation in the uni verse .•• the latter's 
space being the entropic sink required in nccordnnce with 
the second li;);rn ~·1h,.lc the sun is the sou:;."ce of negentropy 
tho.t maint:8'.l.rn(~ Eo.rth c,s a high qua.11 ty structure. For these 
reasons lt should be clear that man must take no actions 
which effect the functioning of th1s fund&mental thermo-
dynamic relationship. 

117. Vor o:z:o.mple ~ Is life-time imprisonment, comml tment 
to a 11f c-timo of 1nd1f?c~:.::cmce 2,nd highly probable misery, 
or extenclod~ intense suffering humane or :lnhumane treatment? 
Hedically-induced behu"."Jioral modification is on par'c1cular-
ly treacherous ground becuusc lt seems so unavoidable in 
present cultural conditions. Are such practices sometimes a. 
n.ecessa:cy ont:ropj.c expenditure in the support of continuing 
evo1u·~1011 of life? These quos·cions apply equally to man~ s 
policies and pract;ices wH;h respect to all other forms of 
life, especially animal life. 

118. Prie;Qf51ne hns developed h1s theory of evolution-
ary thGrmodynomics in large part on Einsteines fluctuation 
theory end ns n conocqucnce concludes that life must be es-
s0ntio.lly a stcoY~.as·t;ic p:rocess. I. Priogineu c'~· al. HThermo-
dynamics of Evolution". Phys:lcs Tod:-y P Dec 1972, p. 40. In 
a compc.;;:-c.blo interprctc(c1oi:1 of ctl1Ic'G:1 ovolt'l.'~1on, John Dewey 
obcervecl: "~ •• but r.m.ppos2.ng that the p:r1nc1plo (.of, the 
Golclon Rule) ucx"o o.ccept;ccl in good fo.ith by everybody; 1 t 
uould not et oaco tell everybody jus'c what to do in all the 
complc::xitios of his relations with others. When individuals 
are otill m1c0rtain wha-i; their real good may bo, 1 t does not 
flno.lly decide mo:ttors to tell them to regard the good of 
others as th0y would tho1r own." Singer, .212· c1 t. , p. JlJ. 

It ls in this regard that the 1nterrelation of physical laws 
end culturnl le.ws becomes useful, since uncertainty can 
often be rcduood by rocog:nizin,g needed 1nf o:cmat1on in an-
other fo:rw. For exe,mple~ m1nim1zat1on of physical entropy 
production supports cooperative behavior which reduces cult-
uz-ml 11frlction 11 , and vice versa. 

119. Weiss, .QE• cit., p. 149. 
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* WGRLO DYNAMICS HI~IMUM ENTRJPY OPTtMIZATIGN 
NOTE 
NOT~ 
NOT~ 

NGTE 
L 
N 
c 
NOTE 
NOT.:: 
NOT.:: 
A 
c 
c 
NGTC: 
NOTZ: 
NOH: 
R 
x 
c 
A 
A 
T 
A 
T 
c 
A 
T 
A 
T 
A 
T 

POPUL~TIC~ SECTOR 

P.K=P.J+CDT)(eR.JK-DR.JK) 
P=PI 
PI= 1.651='. q 

L.4NO USE DENSITY 

CR .K= ( P. tO I ( LA*PDiJl 
L~=l35E6 
PJi~=26. 5 

BIRTH RATE 

B~.KL=(P.KJ(CLIP(3RNI,BRN.K,SWTl,Tl~E.K))(BRFM.K)(SP~M.K)(8RC~.K)( 
RRPM.K) 
BRNI=.04 
BRN.K=(BRNQ.K+BRNO.K)/2 
9~NQ.K=TABHL(3RNOT,QS.K,C,3,.5) 

BRNQT=.Q5/.C36/.C28/.u24/.022/.J21/.02 
BRNO.K=TABHL(tiRNDT,O~R.K,-.1s,.1s,.05) 

BRNDT=.02~5/.C25/.026/.G28/.029/.0297/.G3 

SWT1=1975 
BkMM.K=TA3Hl(B~MMT,MSL.K,0,5,l) 
BRMMT=l.2/1/.85/.75/.7/.7 
B~CM.K=TABHLIBRCMT,CR.K,Q,5,1) 

BRCMT=l.C5/l/.9/.7/.6/.55 
BRFM.K=TABHLlBRF~T,FR.K,0,4,.5) 

BRFMT=0/.5/l/l.3/l.6/1.75/1.9/1.95/2 

.... 
~· 
\..> 



A BRP~.K=TA~HL(BKPMT,POLR.K,J,60,10) 
T 3RPMT=l.C2/.9/.7/.4/.25/.15/.l 
NC•TE 
NOH: 
NOTE 
R 
x 
c 
c 
c 
A 
T 
A 
T 
A 
T 
A 
T 
NOTE 

DEATH RATE 

OR.KL=(P.K)(CLIP(ORN,ORNl,SWT3,TlME.KJ)(0~MH.KJ(CRPM.K)(DRfM.K)(Dk 

C~.K) 
DRN=.028 
URNl=.028 
S~T3=1970 
ORMM.K=TABHL(OQMMT,MSL.K,C,5,.5) 
DR~MT=3/l.8/l/.3/.7/.6/.53/.5/.5/.5/.5 

DRPM.K=TABHL(ORPMT,POLR.K,0,60,10) 
OQPMT=.92/1.3/2/3.2/4.&/b.8/9.2 
ORFM.K=TABHL(ORFMT,FR.K,0,2,.25) 
O~F~T=30/3/2/l.4/l/.7/.6/.5/.5 
QqCM.K=TtBHL(ORC~T,CR.K,C,5,l) 

CRC~T=.9/l/l.2/l.5/1.9/3 

NCTE CAPITAL INVE ST1i~M T SEC: TOR 
l\ICTE 
L CI.K=CI.J+CGT)(CIG.JK-ClD.JK) 
N CI=CII 
C CII=.4E<J 
A CIM.K=TAAHL(CIMT,MSL.K,o,s,.5) 
T CI~T=.l/.5/l/l.4/l.8/2.1/2.412.6/2.8/2.S/3 · 
NOTE 
NCTE CAPITAL INVESTMENT GENEMATIG~ RATE 
NOTE 
R CIG.KL=(P.K)(ClM.K)(CLIPlCIG~I,CIGN.K,SWT4,TlME.K)) 

C CIGNI=.05 
A CIGN.K=(CIGNC.K+CIGND.K)/2 

... 
t 



A 
T 
A 
T 
c 
NOT~ 

·NOTE 
NCH: 
R. 
c 
A 
A 
T 
A 
T 
c 
NOTE 
NOT~ 
NGT~ 

A 
c 
A 
L 
N 
c 
c 
A 
T 
NOTE 
NOTc 
NOTE 
A 

CIGNQ.K=TABHL(CIGNUT,QS.K,0,3,.5) 
CIG~QT=.04/.C33/.03/.S2a/.J27/.02b5/.C26 
CIG~D.K=TABHL(ClGNDT,DNq.K,-.1s,.1s,.~5) 
CIGNOT=.C25/.026/.G28/.~3/.JJ5/.:37/.038 

SWT4=1975 

C~PITAL INVFSTME~T DISCAR[ ~ATE 

CID.KL=CCI.K)(CLIPCCID~I,CIJN.K,SWT5,TIµE.K)) 

CIDNI=.'.)25 
CIDN.K=CCIONQ.K+CIDNJ.K)/2 
CI OC\ iJ. K= TA £Hil (CI GN<J T , Q S. K, !'.:, 3 , • 5 ) 
CIDHQT=.C32/.J27/.G25/.C23/.022/.0215/.021 
CIONO.K=TABHL(CID~DT,DN~.K,-.15,.15,.~5) 
CIDNDT=.G2/.C2~5/.022/.025/.J28/.0295/.J3 

SnT5=1975 

CAPITAL l~VESTMENT IN FOCC 

CIRA.K=(ClR.K)(CJ~F.K)/CIAFN 

CIAFN=.] 
CIR.K=CI .K/P.K 
CIAF.K=CIAF.J+(OT/CIAFT)(CFIFR.J*CIQR.J-CIAF.J) 
CIAF=C UF I 
CIAFI=.2 
CIAFT=l5 
CFIFR.K=TABHL(CFIFRT,FR.K,0,2,.5) 
CFIFRT=l/.6/.3/.1~/.l 

FOOD PRODUCT ICN 

FR.K=(FPCI.K)(fCM.K)(FPM.K)(CLIP(fCI,FC.K,SWT7,TIME.K))/FN 

~ 

~ 
\I\ 



C Fi:I=l 
l FC.K=(FCQ.K+FCO.K)/2 
A FCQ.K=T~~HL(FCQT,QS.K,C,3,.~) 

T FCQT=l.3/1/.8/.7/.6/.55/.5 
A FCD • K= TAB H L ( F CDT , 0 ~Ji<. • K , - • l :, , • l 5 , • :J 5 ) 
T FCOT=.6/.65/.7/.8/l/l.2/l.3 
c ~i>J= l 
c $\fl7=1975 
A FCM.K=TA5HL(FCMT,C~.K,0,5,1) 

T FC~T=Z.4/1/.6/.4/.3/.2 
A FPCI.K=TAfJHLCFPCIT,CIP~.K,J,6,1) 

T FPCIT=.5/l/l.4/l.7/l.9/2.C5/2.2 
A F PM • K= TAB H L ( f- P .·.i T , PC L F< • K , ':- t o J , l J ) 
T F P ~! T = l • 0 21 • 9 I • 6 5 / • 3 5 I • 21 • l / • ·~ 5 
NOTc 
NCTt 
NCTE 
A 
c 
A 
NOTE 
NCTE 
NOTE 
L 
N 
c 
A 
T 
A 
A 
T 
A 

MlTERIAL STA~OARD OF LIVING 

~SL.K=ECI~.K/(ECl~N) 

ECIRN=l 
ECIR.K=(CIR.K)(l-CIAF.K)(NREM.K)/(1-CTAFN) 

NATURAL RESCURC~S SECTOR 

N~.K=NR.J+(OT)(NRGR.JK-NRUR.JK) 

NR=NRI 
NP-I=9JJ::C1 
NREM.K=TABHL(NREMT,NRFR.K,0,1,.25) 
NREMT=0/.15/.5/.85/l 
NRFR.K=NR.K/NRI 
NRMM.K=TA8HL(NRMMT,MSL.K,0,11tl) 
NRMMT=O/l/1.S/2.4/2.9/3.3/3.6/3.8/3.9/3.95/4 
DNR. K= ( ( NRF f\. K-NRF i;: J .K) /NR fi~J .K) 

.... 
-~ 

°' 



N DN~=O:--;?..I 

C DN~l=J 
L N~FkJ.K=NRFR.J 

N NPF RJ= NKF RJ I 
C NR.FRJI=l 
NCTt: 
NOTE 
NOTE 
R 
c 
A 
A. 
T 
A 
T 
c 
NOTE 

NATURAL RESQUPC[5 GENERAT!C~ 

N R GR • K L = ( P 0 L • K ) ( [ C I f< • K ) f C l I f' ( r JR GR N I , N R G fH l • K , S 11"1 T 8 , TT ·'I ::: • K ) ) 
i'it<GRNI=J 
NRGRN.K=(NRGC.K+NR~D.K)/2 
N~GQ.K=TA3HL(N~GQT,QS.K,C,3,.5) 

NRGQT=.OCC7/.~2JB/.2Jl/.C012/.0Sl4/.CJ18/.0C2 
NRGO.K=TABHL(NRGDT,ONR.K,-.15,.15,.05) 
NRGDT=.GC16/.CJ15/.0Gl3/.00l/.~1CB/.0~175/.CJC7 
S;H 5=19 7 5 

NOT= NATURAL ~cSOvRCES USAGE 
NOTE 
R NRUR.KL=(P.KJ(CLIP(NRUNI,N~UN.K,SWT2,TIME.K))(NRMM.K) 

C NRUNI=l 
A N~UN.K=(NRUNQ.K+NRUNO.K)/2 
~ NRUNQ.K=TABHL(NRUNQT,QS.K,:J,3, .5) 
T NRUNQT=.C4/.C3/.025/.023/.J21/.0l9/.Cl8 
A N~UNO.K=TAAHL(NRUNOT,DNR.K,-.1s,.1s,.05) 
T NRUNOT=.Ol9/.02/.022/.C25/.J3/.033/.034 
C SWT2=1S75 
NCTE 
NCTF. PCLLUTIQN SECTOR 
NOTE 
A POLR.K=PCL.K/POLS 
C PCLS=3.6E9 

.... 
~ 



L P 1J L • K = P 0 l • J + (0 i ) ( P G L G. J K-P '=' L A • J K ) 
N POL= P;JLI 
C POLI=.2E9 
A PCLCM.K=TABHL(PCLC~T,CIR.K,J,5,1) 

T PJLCMT=.C5/l/3/5.4/7.4/d 
NCTt 
NOTC: 
NOTE 
R 
c 
A 
13. 
T 
A 
T 
c 
NOTE 
NCTC: 
NOT~ 

R 
A 
T 
NOTE· 

PCLLUTIJN GENERATIC~ 

PCLG.Kl={P.K)(CLTP(PCL~I,POL~.K,SWT6,TIME.K)){POLCM.K) 

POL~I=l 
PCL~.K=(PCL~C.K+PGLND.K)/2 

PSL~Q.K=TABHL(POLNQT,QS.K,J,3,.5) 

POL~QT=.6/.53/.5/.48/.47/.465/.46 

PGL~D.K=TAHHL(PGLNDT,DMR.K~-.1s,.1s,.0s> 
PCL~OT=.45/.46/.~/.52/.54/.545/.55 

S~T6=1975 

PCLLUTIUN ABSORPTION 

POLA.KL=POL.K/POLAT.K 
PCLAT.K=TAbHL(POLATT,POLR.K,J,6C,10) 
PJLATT=.6/2.5/5/8/11.5/15.5/20 

NOT~ CUALITY-CF-LIFc ScCTCK 
NOTE 
A OL.K=(QLS)(QLM.K)(QLC.K)(QLF.K)(QLP.K) 
NOTE 
l QS. K-=QL. J 
N QS=QSI 
C OSI-=.62 
C QLS=l 
A QLM.K=TABHL(QLNT,MSL.K,J,5,1) 

..... 
·~ 
.CX> 



,· 

T QLMT=.2/1/1.7/2.3/2.7/2.9 
A QLC.K=TABHL(QLCT,CP.K,D,5,.~) 

T CLCT=2/1.3/1/.75/.55/.45/.3o/.3/.25/.22/.2 
A QLF.K=TABHL(QLFT,FP.K,0,4,l) 
T QLFT=J/l/l.8/2.4/2.7 
A CLP.K=TABHL(CLPT,PPLP.K,0,60,lJ) 
T QLPT=l.04/.95/.6/.3/.15/.GS/.~2 
A CIQR.K=TAdHL(ClQRT,QL~.K/QLF.K,0,2,.5) 
T CIQRT=.7/.8/l/l.5/2 
NOTE 
NOTE 
NOTE CCNTROL C~RCS 
NOT~ 

c 
c 
N 
A 
c 
c 
c 
PF. I iH 
P.,.I NT 
PRINT 
PRINT 
PRINT 
PRINT 
x 
PRINT 
PRINT 
PRINT 
PRINT 
A 

DT=.2 
LENGTH=30CO 
TIMF.=1900 
PRTPER.K=CLIP(PRTPl,?RTP2,PRSWT,TIME.K) 
PRTP1=25 
PRTP2=100 
PKSWT=2000 
P,aR,B~N,BRNC,BR~O,BRF~,~RM~,BRC~,BRPM,•,cR 

2)0R/6)0RFM/7)0qMM/8)0~CM/Q)ORPH 

l)Cl/2)CIG/3)CIGN/4}CIGNU/5)CIGND/7)MSL/8)CIR/9)ECIR/1J)CIM 
2lCI0/3)CION/4)CIO~Q/5JCIO~O 
2)FR/3)fC/4)fCQ/5)fC0/7)FCM/8JFPCI/9JFPM/lu)CIRA/ll)CFIFR 
l)NR/2)NRGR/3)NRGRN/4)NRGQ/5)NRG0/7)DNR/8)NREM/9J~RMM/1C)NRFR/ll) 

N~FRJ 
2)NRUR/3)NRU~/4)NRUNQ/5)NRUND 
l)P0l/2)POLG/3)PCL~/4)POLNU/5)POLND 

2JPOLA/4)POLR/5)PJLAT/6)PCLCM 
l)QL/2JQS/6)QLF/7)QLM/B)QLC/9)QLP/l0)CIQR 
PLTPER.K=CLIP(PLTP1,PLTP2,PLSWT,TIME.K) 

... 
$ 
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• 05 .. 

t BRNQ 

.04 BRNQT 

.03 . 

• 02 

.01 

[ 
i 
! 
l----l!---··-·-----A------·~---~·-~--'----~ QS 
0 1 2 J 
Birth rate from Quality-of-Life multiplier table 



• 040 <'.'.'? 

~ \\ 
CIGNQ1 \ ! \ I \ 
,035 I'" \ 

! \ 
I! ~.,, 
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CIGNQT 

.............. 
'-..._ 

• 0 30 ,,. '''""'°''---,,,,~--
. '·~,. 

-------q;,-------1 -----G----·-~ 
• 025 ! .. 

I 
i 

.020 L~~ -~-·---·..:"'<•~--• ~~ -c~ QS 
0 1 2 3 
Capital Investment from Quality-of-Life Multiplier 

Table 

. 040 ,., .. 
! 

CIGNd 
l 
~ .035 ( 
t 
I 
fl 
~ 
" i y • 030 , .. 
i: 
~ 
i; 
! 
~ 

CIGNDT 

o__,. .. 

Entropy Minimizing Capital Investment Policy Table 
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• 035,..,. • l 
' 't I ~ 

CtDNQJ, 
f"'-, 

030 l "'-• t·. .. ...... 

l '""" ! ~~, 
I "' ...... " ! ... 

CIDNQT 

025 ) ~""' . ,... ~~ 

! "~ ----1 ~·-...-....,.·~---~ .. --~. 
w-·-----·---------4 

.02or 
I 
I 

• 015f ....... __ --.J.-~a. .._ _ ii ~~ QS 
0 1 2 3 
Capital Investment Discard from Quality-of-Life 

Multiplier Table 

• OJ5, .. 
a 
~ 

! 
CIDNDi 

• 030/ 

I 
I 

CIDNDT 

• 02 t:f~ 1 . I ,,_./ I y------·------·-·_D·-
• 02 C>------

1 
I 

• 0 '.i :5.!. ...... - --~ .:1 •. 

-.15 -.1 -.05 
Entropy Minimizing 

~··· --~------4·----·"· ···-·-·· .... --4' 

__.JI, DNR 
0 .05 .1 .15 

Capital Investment Discard 
Policy Table 
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FCQT 

0 
Food Production from Quality-of-Life Multiplier 

Table 

2 
i FCD l 

I 
1. 5 ~·~ ; • 

l 
1 

FCDT 

Entropy Minimlzinp; food Production Policy Table 
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• 0020 r· 
~ , 
i 
~---

NRGQ NRG QT 

.0010 

.0005 

. -· -.Ji...~····-·~•,~~-~----..c-- .. :. QS 
2 J 

Generation from Qulaity-of-L1fe 
Multiplier Table 

• 0020 r 
j ,. 
" t NRGD ; 
r: 

• o o 15 'r:-----·--·----~ .. 
NRGDT 

............... 1 ...... __ 

.0010 I: ~ ... ' ·-·-...... . 
l ~~ 
l~ -.................... _ 

.I -~--"~ . 
.. 0005·j" ~ 

t 

0 L~.-~~,~A~~~-~~~~~-~~--~~-. .--~·"·1~.....-~M.,,,~,.,..;.'l.~,, ...... ""·· --...! DNR -.15 -.1 -.05 0 .05 .1 .15 
Entropy Minimizing Natural Resource Generation 

Policy Table 
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• 01 

• -- a QS 
3 

Natural Resource Usage from Quality-of-Life 
Multiplier Table 

~ NRUNDJ 

• 03 !. 
/I 
[, 
•l 

i 

NRUNDT 

•• ,02 t &·-~ c.·,_ .......... _. . ....--.. --

r 
l. 
" 

• 01 t 
I 
I 
~ 

0 l _____ .-t,.----~-~~···----~---,.....,,.,....l--~-~~- 't. 

-.15 -.1 -.05 0 • 05 • 1 
Entropy Minimizing Natural Resource Usage 

Policy Table 

~ DNR 
.15 
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POLNDT 
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POLNQT 

" • 40 .. ; __ ~-~-- --~-~~·~·n- ... , _____ _._c_ .. _. ______ , ·-·-~_.s,.~ ___ ..._ ___ _....J, DNR 
-.15 -.1 -.05 0 .05 .1 .15 
Entropy Minimizing Pollution Generation Policy 

Ta,ble 
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* LASER-FUSIO~ TOTAL ENERGY SYSTEM SIMULATION 
NOTE 
NOTt THE CONCEPT OF THERMODYNAMIC AVAILABILITY IS USED TO ACHIEVE 
NGTE ~AXIMUM UTILIZATION OF ENERGY RESCURCES AND MINIMUM ENTROPY 
NOTE P~ODUCTION AS AN APPROACH TO TOTAL ENERGY SYSTEMS OPTIMIZATION 
NOTE 
NGT~ UTILIZATION PATE= UTILITY FU~CTION ~ THERMODYNAMIC AVAILABILITY 
NOT~ UTILIZATION RATE= Y * A = W + Q = USEF~l WJRK + ABSCRBED HEAT 
NOTE ALL VALUES X AND Y ~RE DIMENSIONLESS. ALL OTHER VALUES ARE IN 
NOTE TERMS OF AN ARBITRARY UNIT CF ENERGY DESIGNATED AS "0"• All RATE 
NOTE EQUATIONS ARE IN TERMS OF "Q'' PER ~NIT TIME. 
NOTE 
NOTE OPTIMIZATICN POLICY: MAX Y = SUM(UTILIZATION)/SU~(AVAILA01LITY) 
NOTE 
NCTE 
NGTE 
NOTt 
L 
N 
c 
NOTE 
R 
A 
c 
A 
c 
NOTE 
R 
A 
c 
NOTE 
R 

LASER SYSTE~ 

LASER.K=LASER.J+(DT)(ELECIN.JK-LASOUT.JK+LCJOL.JK-LHEAT.JK) 
LASER=LASERJ 
LASERI=20 

ELECIN.KL=(Y2.K)(A2.K) 
Y2.K=Y_2 
Y_2=1 
A2.K=A_2 
A_2=10 

LASOUT.KL=(Y3.K)(A2.K) 
Y3.K=Y_3 
Y_3=.l 

LCOOL.KL=Wl.K 

.... 
~ 



A Wl.K=rLl 
C W_l=lO 
NCTE 
R LHEAT.Kl=Wl.K+Ql.K 
A Ql.K=(Y2.K-Y3.K)(A2.K) 
NGTE 
L LCOND.K=LCGND.J+(OT)(LH~AT.JK-LCOOL.JK+LCONDC.JK-LCO~OH.JK) 
N LCOND=LCONOI 
C LCONDI=29 
NOTE 
R LCGNDC.Kl=W2.K 
A W2.K=W_2 
C W_2=10 
NOTE 
R 
NOTE 
NOTE 
NOTE 
L 
x 
N 
c 
NOTE 
R 
A 
c 
A 
c 
NOTE 
R 
A 
c 

LCONDH.KL=W2.K+Ql.K 

FUSION REACTOP 

FUSION.K=FUSION.J+(DT)(DTFUEL.JK+LASGUT.JK+FCOOL.JK-PLASMA.JK-
THERM.JK-NEUT.JK) 
FUSION=FUSI 
FUSI=lll 

DTFUEL.KL=(Yl.K)(Al.KJ 
Yl.K=Y_l 
Y_l=O.l 
Al.K=A_l 
A_l=lOOO 

FCOOL.KL=W3.K 
W3.K=W_3 
w_3=10 

.... 
°' 0 



NOTE 
NOTE NEUTRON AND XRAY PRODUCTION 
NOTE 
R NEUT.KL=(Y4.K)(A3.K) 
A Y4.K=Y_4 
C Y_4=1 
A A3.K=A_3 
C A_3=1 
NOTE 
L NEUTRN.K=NEUTRN.J+(OT)INEUT.JK-NEUTO.JK) 
N NEUTRN=NEUTI 
C NEUTI=l 
NOTE 
R 
A 
c 
NOTE 
NOTE 

-NOTE 
R 
NOTE 

NEUTD.Kl=(Y5.K)(A3.K) 
Y5.K=Y_5 
Y_S=l 

DIRECT ~NERGY CONVERSION 

PLASMA.KL=(Y6.K)(A4.K) 

L DIRECT.K=OIRECT.J+COT)(PLASMA.JK+DCOOL.JK-DELEC.JK-FTORCH.JK-
X DMCCOL.JK-DTCOOL.JK) 
N DIRECT=DIRI 
C DIRI=30 
NOTE 
R DCOOL.KL=W4.K 
A W4.K=~J_4 

C W_4=10 
NOTE 
R DELEC.KL=(Xl.K)(Y6.K)(A4.K) 
A Xl.K=X_l 

~ .... 



C X_l=0.5 
A Y6.K=Y_6 
C Y_6=1 
A A4.K=A_4 
C A_4=2D 
NOTE 
NOTE 
NOTE 
L 
N 
c 
R 
R 
A 
NOTE 
R 
A 
c 
tJOT'= 

MAGNETO-HYDRO-DYNAMIC (MHD) CONVERSION TO ELECTRICITY 

MHD.K=MHD.J+(DT)(OELEC.JK+D~COOL.JK-OELECO.JK-MCOOL.JK) 

MHO=MHDI 
MHDl=l5 
DMCCOL.Kl=(Xl.K)(W4.K) 
MCCOL.KL=(Xl.K)(W4.K)+Q6.K 
Q 6. K = ( l-Y7. K) ( ( X l • K ) ( Y 6 • K) ( Vt. K) ) 

DELECD.KL=CY7.K)(Xl.K)(Y6.K)(A4.K) 
Y7.K=Y_7 
Y_7=1 

NOTE FUSION TORCH 
NOTE 
R FTORCH.KL=(X2.K)(Y6.K)(A4.K) 
A X2.K=X_2 
C X_2=0. 5 
NOTE 
L FUSTOR.K=FUSTQR.J+CDT)(FTOPCH.JK+RFEEO.JK+DTCOOL.JK-MATPRD.JK-
X TCOOL. Jr<.) 
N FUSTOR=FTOPI 
C FTORI=15 
R OTCOOL.Kl=(X2.K)(W4.K) 
R TCOOL.KL=(X2.K)(W4.K)+Q7.K 
A Q7.K=Cl-Yll.K)((X2.K)(Y6.K)(A4.K)+(Yl0.K)(A5.K)) 

... 
'°' N 



NOTE 
I\ MATPRD.KL=(Yll.K)( (X2.K)(Y6.K)U4.K)+(YlC.K) et-5.K)) 
A Yll.K=Y_ll 
C Y _ll=O .5 
NOTE 
R RFtEO.KL=(YlO.K)(A5.K) 
A YlO.K=Y_lO 
C Y_lO=l 
A A5.K=Q._5 
C A_5=5 
NOTE 
NGTE 
NOT~ 

L 
N 
c 
NOTE 
R 
A 
c 
NOTE 
NOT~ 
NCTE 
L 
N 
c 
NCTE 

R~FUSE SUPPLY TG FUSION TORCH 

REFUSE.K=REFUSE.J+CDT)(REFSUP.JK-RFEED.JK) 
Ri::FUSE=REF I 
REF I =5 

R~FSUP.KL=(Y9.K)(A5.K) 

Y9.K-=Y_9 
Y_9=1 

P?OCESSED ~ATERIAL FROM FUSION TORCH 

PROMAT.K-=PROMAT.J+{OT)(MATP~D.J~-M~TDMD.JK) 

PROMAT=PMATI 
PMAT1=7.5 

R MATCMO.KL=(Yl2.K)((Yll.KJ( (X2.K)(Y6.K)(A4.K)+(Y10.K)(A5.KJ)) 
A Y12.K=Y_l2 
C Y _12=1 
NOTE 
R DHEAT.KL=W4.K+Q3.K 

... -°' \.t) 



,, 

A 03.K=Q6.K+Q7.K 
NOTE 
R THERM.KL=W3.K+Q2.K 
A Q2.K=lYl.K)(Al.K)+(Y3.K)(A2.K)-(Y4.K)(A3.K}-(Y6.K)(A4.K) 
NOTE 
NCTE 
NllTE 
L 
x 
N 
c 
NOTE 
R 
A 
c 
NOTF 
R 
A 
NOTE 
NOTt: 
NOTE 
l 
N 
c 
NOTE 
R 
A 
c 
NOTE 
R 
A 
c 

STEAM GENEPATOR 

STEAM.K=STEAM.J+(DT)((THERM.JK+OHEAT.JK+SGCDOL.JK+INCINH.JK-
DCOOL.JK-STEAMS.JK-FCOOL.JK-DCOOL.JK)) 
STEAM=STEAMI 
STEAMI=ll9.5 

SGCOOL.KL=W6.K 
W6.K=\~_6 

W_6=10 

STEAMS.KL=W6.K+Q4.K 
04.K=(Yl7.K)(A9.K)+Q2.K+Q3.K 

STEAM TURBINE (COMPOSITE REPRESENTATION) 

TURSIN.K=TURBIN.J+(OT)(STEAMS.JK-STELEC.JK-STPROC.JK-STEXH.JK) 
TURBIN=TURBI 
TURBI=99.5 

STfLEC.Kl=(X3.K)(W6.K+Q4.K) 
X3.K=X_3 
X_3=0.5 

STPROC.KL=(X4.K)(W6.K+Q4.K) 
X4.K=X_4 
X_4=0.2 

.... 
-~ 



NOTE 
R 
A 
c 
NOTE 
NOTE 
NOTE 
L 
N 
c 
NOTE 
R 
A 
c 
A 
c 
NOTE 
R 
A 
c 
NOTE 

STEXH.Kl=CX5.K)(W6.K+04.Kl 
X5.K=X_5 
X_5=0.3 

INCINERATOR HEAT SUPPLY TO ST~AM GENE~ATCR 

I~CIN.K=INCI~.J+(DT)f~ASTES.JK-fNCINH.JK) 
INCIN=INCINI 
INCINI=2 

INCINH.KL=<Yl7.K)(A9.K) 
Yl7.K=Y_l7 
Y_l7=0.4 
A 9. K=A_ 9 
A_9=5 

WASTES.Kl=CY16.KJ(A9.K) 
Yl6. K=V_l6 
Y_l6=0.4 

NOTE El2CTRICAL PCWER GENERATION 
NOTE 

(ORGANIC REFUSE FUEL) 

l EPJWER.K=EPCWER.J+(DTJCSTELEC.JK-ELECD.JK-~LECA.JK-ELECIN.JK) 
N EPOWER=EPOWI 
C EPOWI=50 
NOTE 
R ELECD.KL=(Yl3.K)(A6.K) 
A Yl3.K=Y_l3 
C Y_l3=l 
A A6.K=A_6 
C A_6=30 

... 
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NOTE 
R ELECA.Kl=(Yl4.K)(A7.K) 
A Yl4.K=Y_l4 
C Y_l4=1 
A A7.K=A_7 
C A_7=10 
NOTE 
NOTE 
NOTE 
L 
N 
c 
NOTE 
R 
A 
c 
A 
c 
NOTE 
R 
A 
c 
NGTt 
NOTE 
NOTc 
L 
N 
c 
NOTE 
R 
A 
c 

PROCESS STEA~ SUPPLY (COMPOSITE ~EPRES~NT~TION) 

PSTEAM.K=PSTEAM.J+(GT)(STPROC.JK-ST~AMD.JK) 

PSTEA.\i=PS I 
PSI=l9.5 

STEAMO.KL=(Yl5.K)(A8.K) 
Yl 5 .K=Y_l5 
Y_l5=1 
A3.K=A_a 
A_8=19.5 

PSTCR.KL=(X6.K)(STEAMD.JKt 
X6.K=X_6 
X_6=0.51 

STEAM CONDENSER 

CONO.K=CONO.J+(DT)(STEXH.JK+CONOCW.JK-HOThR.JK-SGCOOL.JK) 
COND=CONDI 
CONDI=40 

CONDCW.KL=W7.K 
W7.K=W_7 
W_7=10 

~ 

°' °' 



NOTE 
R HOTWR.KL=W7.K+Q5.K 
A Q5.K=((X5.K-l)(W6.K)+(X5.K)(Q4.K)) 
NOTE 
NOTE 
NOTE 
L 
N 
c 
NOTE 
R 
A 
c 
A 
c 
NGTE 
R 
A 
c 
A 
c 
NCTE 
NGTE 
NOTE 
L 
N 
c 
NOTE 
R 
A 
c 
NOTE 

HOT WATER RESERVDI~ (COMPOSITE REP~ESENTATIJN) 

HOT.K=HOT.J+CDTJ(HOTWR.JK+LCONOH.JK-tlDTS.JK-WARMP.JK+PSTCR.JK) 
HOT=HOTI 
HOTI=58.9 

H1TS.KL=tY19.K)(AlO.Kl 
Vl9.K=Y_l9 
Y_l9=1 
AlO.K=A_lO 
A_lu=28.9 

WARMP.Kl=CY21.K)(All.K) 
Y21.K=Y_2l 
Y_2l=l 
A 11. K=A_l l 
A_ll=30 

HJT WATER SUPPLY lCOMP~SITE REPRESENTATION) 

HOTSUP.K=HOTSUP.J+(DT)(HOTS.JK-HOTD.JK) 
HOTSUP=HGTSI 
HOTSI=28.9 

HOTD.KL=(Y2G.K)(~l0.K) 

Y20.K=Y_20 
Y_20=1 

.... 
'O\ 
~ 



R WARMR.KL=(X7.K)(HOTO.JKl 
A X7.K=X_7 
C X_7=0.4 
NOTE 
NCTE W4RM WATER RESEKVOI~ (COMPOSITE REPRES~~TAT!ON) 
MOTE 
L WARM.K=WARM.J+(OT)(WARMP.JK-WAR~S.JK-COOLP.JK+WA~MR.JK) 

N WARM=~ARMI 

C WfiRMI=41.5 
NOTE 
R 
A 
c 
A 
c 
NOTE 
R 
A 
c 
A 
c 
NOTE 
NOTE 
NOTE 
L 
N 
c 
NOTE 
R 
A 
c 
NOTE 

WARMS.KL=(Y22.K)(Al2.K) 
Y22.K=Y_22 
Y_22=1 
Al2.K=A_l2 
A_l2=ll.5 

CGOLP.KL=(Y24.KJ(Al3.K) 
Y24.K=Y_24 
Y_24=1 
Al3.K=A_l3 
A_l3=30 

WARM WATER SUPPLY (COMPOSITE REPRESFNTATION) 

WARMW.K=WARMW.J+(OT)(WARMS.JK-WARMD.JK) 
WARMW=WARMWI 
WAR~WI=ll.5 

W~RMD.KL=(Y23.K)(Al2.K) 
Y23.K=Y_23 
Y_23=1 

... .°' CX> 



R 
A 
c 
NOTE 
NOTE 
NOTE 
L 
x 
N 
c 
NOTE 
R 
A 
c 
A 
c 
NOTE 
R 
A 
c 
A 
c 
NO Tc 
R 
A 
c 
NCTE 
NOTE 
NOTE 
l 
N 
c 

COO(R.KL=(X8.K)(WARMD.JK) 
xa~K=X_a 
X_B=0.4 

COOL WATER RESERVOIR (COMPJSITf REDRESENTATIQN) 

COOL.K=CQOL.J+(OT)(COOLP.JK+MAKEUP.JK+COCLR.JK+COLOR.JK-CONOCW~JK
LCONDC.JK-COOLS.JK~ 
COOL=COOLI 
COOLI=50 

COOLS.KL=(Y25.K)(Al4.K) 
Y25.K=Y_25 
Y_25=l 
Al4.K=A_l4 
A_l4=30 

MAKEUP.KL=(Y27.K)(Al5.K) 
V27.K=Y_27 
Y_27=1 
Al5.K=A_l5 
A_l5=3.4 

COLOR.KL=lX9.K)(COOLO.JK) 
X9.K=X_9 
X_9=0.4 

COOL WATER SUPPLY (COMPCSITE REPRESENTATION) 

COOLW.K=COOLW.J+(DT)(COOLS.JK-COOLD.JK) 
CCOLW=COCLWI 
COOLWI=30 

... . °' '° 



NOTE 
R COOLO.KL=(Y26.K)(Al4.K) 
A Y26. K=Y _26 
C Y_26=1 
NOTE 
NOT~ OPTIMIZATION PARAMETER:Y_AVG=SUM(UTILIZATION)/SUM(AVAILABILITY) 
NOTE 
5 Y_AVG.K=UTIL.K/AVAIL.K 
NOTE 
A UT IL .K= ( D Tl ( ( NEUTO. J K) + ( D!: l EC. J K) + (MAT DMD. JK) + (EL ECO• JK) + 
X CSTEAMD.JK)+(HOTD.JK)+(WaRMD.JK)+CCCOLD.JK)) 
NOTE 
A AVAIL.K=(DT)((Al.K)+(A5.K)+(A9.K)+(Al5.K)) 
NOTE 
NCTE 
NOT~ 
c 
c 
N 
NOTE 
A 
c 
c 
c 
PRINT 
x 
PRINT 
x 
PRINT 
x 
PRINT 
x 

CCJNTROL CARDS 

DT=.25 
LENGTH=24 
TIME=J 

PRTPER.K=CLIP(PRTP1,PRTP2,PRSWT,T!Mc.K) 
PRTP1=6 
PRTP2=6 
PRSWT=0 
LAS~R/LCCNO/FUSION/DIRECT/MHD/FUSTCR/PROMAT/REFUSE/STEAM/TURBIN/ 

NEUT RN 
l)EPOWER/2)STEAMD/3)CON0/4)HQT/5)HCTSUP/6)WARM/7)WARM~/8)COOL/ 

9ICCOLW/10)INCIN 
l)ELECIN/2)LASOUT/3)LCOOL/4)LHEAT/5)LCONDC/6JLCONOH/7)0TFUEL/ 
8)FCCJL/9)THERM/10)NEUT 
l)NEUTD/2)DCOOL/3)DELEC/4)FTORCH/5)0ELECD/6)DhEAT/7)MATPRD/ 
8)RFEE0/9)REFSUP/lO)MATDMD/ll)SGCOOL 

~ 
0 



PRI~JT 

x 
PP INT 
x 
PRINT 
x 
NOTE 
A 
c 
c 
c 
PLOT 
PLOT 
PLGT 
PLQT 
N.:JTc 

l)STEAMS/2)STELEC/3lSTPPOC/4)STEXH/5)INCINH/6)WASTES/7tELECD/ 
8)ELECA/9)STEAM0/10)PSfCR/ll)CONOCW 
f)HOTWR/2)HOTS/3)W~RM/4)HOTD/5)WARMR/6)WARMS/7)COCLP/8)WARMD/ 
9)CGOLR/10)COOLS/ll)MAKEUP 
l)COLOR/2)CCOLD/3)0DCOOL/4)DMCGOL/5)MCGOL/6)0TCOOL/7)TCCOL 
9)Y_AVG/l~JUTIL/ll)AVAIL 

PLTPER.K=CLIP(PLTP1 9 PLTP2,PLSWT,TIME.K) 
PLTPl=l 
PLTP2=1 
PLSWT=O 
lASER=L/FUSION=F/MHD=M/PROMAT=P/EPO~ER=E/~~UTRN=N/PST2tM=S/Y_AVG=Y 

LCGNO=L/STEAM=S/TURBIN=T/COND=C/FUSTOR=F/OIRECT=D/PEF~SE=R/INCIN=I 
HJT=H/WARM=W/C00L=C/HCTSUP=l/WARMW=2/CCOLW=3 
Y_AVG=Y/UTIL=U/AVAIL=A 

~UN BASIC MODcl 
.... 
~ .... 
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APPLICATION OF THE PHINCIPLE OF rUNH1IZATION OF 
ENTROPY IN THE ACHIEVEMENT OF STEADY-STATE 

SOLUTIONS FOR DYNAMIC SYSTEMS 

by 

Robert Ferrell Wells 

(ABSTRACT) 

The 11L1m1ts to G::. .. m-rth" controversy has identified 

attainment of a steady-state world system as an essential 

goal for human culture. This study investigates implications 

of steady-s·cate systems using principles of thermodynamics 

in conjunction 1·1i th Systems Dyne.JI1ics simulation techniques. 

Evaluation of Fo:r1"'ester' s World Dynamics model shows 

it to degenerate in accoJ:dance l'lith the dictates of the 

Second Lm1 of 'l'hormodync.mics. Two fundamen'cs.l policy cri-

teria are c;:rcabl1shed for world society1 

1. Hc .. .xim:tzation of the futm."e horizon for mankind. 

2. Satlsfo.ct;ion of basic quali ty-of-11fe requirements 

for all of mankind. 

Optimization principles for satisfaction of theso 

criteria o.;;.~e dori ved from interrelationships found to exist 

betHeen three ph;vs1ce,l laus (Einstein's relativistic mass-

energy lan 2.nd the First and Second I~aws of Thermodynamics) , 

non~equ111briwn thermodynamics (PrlgoG;ine's Theorem of Min-

imum Entropy P~oduction as tho defining condition for a 

steady-state system) and a cultural law (the Golden Rule). 



Policy based on the Principles of Minimization of Entropy 

and Cooperative Behavior are presented as the optimal means 

for def1nin3~ achieving and maintaining long-term steady-

state systems both locally and globally. 

It is shown that the "Golden Rule" shares with the 

thermodynnmic concept of equilibrium the defining mechanism 

of 11 revers1 b111 ty" (synonyms 1 recipJ."'OC1 ty, self-returning, 

11 frictionless 11 , ideal efficiency, etc.). This common cri-

terion allows both concepts to be used as unambiguous, per-

fect standards for determining the relative effectiveness 

of actual perfo~mance (one in terms of cultural behavior 

and the other in terms of physical behavior). Recognition 

of this relationship (which reflects the fundamental tend-

ency of natural systems to seel{ optimal sta.b111 ty cond1 t1ons 

in tho most efficient mannor) 1s advanced as a means for 

achieving optimal steady-state solutions for complex cult-

ural- physical systems; specificallya 

1. Use the Prlnc1.ple of Minimization of Entl"OPY (with 

respect to the oqu1li brlum standard) when malcing decisions 

that cssoITl;ially involve physical behavior. 

2. Use the Principle of Cooperative Behavior (with 

respect to the Golden Rule standard) ·when malting decisions 

that e;::izen-cie.lly involve cul turs.1 behavior. 

Tho effects of those policies are identicalt the mini-

mization of system "friction"; or, conversely, the ma..'1:1m1za-

t1on of system irw0lfare 11 • These principles are embedded as 

11 



policy tables in Forres'cer' s World Dynamics model a.nd used 

to demonstrate the conceptual feasibility of achieving truly 

lon5-term steady-state solutions satisfying desirable quality 

of-life goo.ls. 

In order to demonstrate the practical potential of such 

policies, the Principle of Minimization of Entropy is related 

to the engineering concept of Th0rmodynamic Analysis and ad-

vanced s.s a mothod for evaluating Total Ene1"gy Systems. Two 

applioa.tion schemes are presented as examples which represent 

the range of both Total Energy System technology and analyt-

ical procedure: 

1. A manually calculated Dec1s1on Tree Analysis for a 

Wind Source Total Energy System emphasizing simple technology 

that can be immediately utilized woxld-wido (using indigenous 

nself-help" labor nnd ma'cer1als) to satisfy small scale 11 b1o-

technic" community noods. 

2. A DYNAHO simulation model fox a Laser-Fusion Total 

Energy System offering the ultimate 1"angc in resource manage-

ment technology needed to support complex, large-scale com-

munities. 

The study 1s closed i·1i th a sue;gested subject for further 

rcsearcha development of an "Evolutionary Dynamics" model 

based on Prigogine•s thermodynamic concepts for "open" sys-

tems. 

111 
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